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The general initial value problem in the theory of ordinary
differential equations may be defined as the problem of determininE the
yCj)values of the m dependent variables ,j=O.... ,m-I corresponding to
some desired value of the independent variable, t , subject to I) the
ordinary differential equation
(m) (I) (m-l)): y : f(t,y,y ,...,y (1.1)
dt m
y(1)(t o)and 2) a specified set of initial conditions to , Yo(to), ,...,
y(m-1)(t ). The m dependent variables may be p-dimenslonal vectors,
0
and hence, (1.1) may be a p-dimenslonal v_cter differential equation.
The state vector of the initial value problem is defined to consist of
the m dependent variables; whereas, (1.1) is referred to as a dif-
ferentlal equation of order m . The riEht-hand side of (1.1),
f(t,y,y(1),...,y(m-1)), is referred to as the function. The initial
value problem ts solved when the state eorrespondln 8 to some desired
value of the independent variable is determined. A numerleal integra-
tion method which solves (I.1) directly, i.e., without reducing (1.1)
to a set of first order differential equations, is referred to as a





The initial value problem frequently occurs in science and
engineering. One particular application of the initial value problem
which is of interest is the satellite orbit problem. The ordinary dif-
ferential equations which describe the motion of a satellite acted upon
by gravitational and nongravitational forces are given by Newton's
Second Law
-(2) - -
- r : --_ + g(r,t) + n(r,_(1),t)
dt2 - r
: f(_,F(1),t) (1.2)
where _ _ gravitational constant (defined as the product of
the universal constant of gravitation, G , and the
mass, M , of the primary body)the primary body
r Z the position vector of the satellite
-(I)
r E the velocity vector of the satellite
E vector of gravitational forces
m
n _ vector of nongravltatlonal forces
Equation (1.2) is a second-order, nonlinear, ordinary differential
w
equation where the function g(r,t) is a smooth, periodic function
representing the force: of gravity acting upon the satellite. The
nongravitational contribution may be discontinuous, e.g., entry and
exit of the satellite into a planet's shadow will suddenly affect the
solar radiation pressure force.
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There are maPy numerical techniques available for solving an
initial value, ordinary differential equation, and each numerical
method has a limiting degree of accuracy associated with it. The
selection of a particular numerical method is subject to the accuracy
and cost of using the numerical method, where the cost is usually meas-
ured in terms of computer time.
The numerical integration techniques may be divided into two
categories: single-step methods and multistep methods. Single-step
methods require only the value of the state at one value of the
independent variable in order to advance the solution to another value
of the independent variable. Multistep methods generally require
values of the state or values of the function at more than one value of
the independent variable in order to advance the solution. The values
of the dependent variable or function, f , that are used to advance the
solution are determined at values o_ the independent varlable which are
referred to as the nodes. The stepsizes used to determine the spacing
between the nodes comprise the mesh sequence. Both techniques require
the evaluation of the function, f , with values of the dependent vari-
ables which correspond to various values of the independent variable.
Equation (1.2) may be reduced from a set of second-order
ordinary differential equations to a set of flrst-order equations, thus
o:
allowing the option of integrating (1.2) with a Class I or a Class IIt
method However, Krogh (1970) and Solts (1975) indicate that (1.2) may
P
:i be integrated more ef_Iclently with a Class ll method than with s Class
m
I method. Since f Is a well-behaved, periodic function when
l ,
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4gravitational forces are dominant, multistep methods are generally more
efficient than single-step methods from an accuracy versus number of
function evaluations point of view. Lambert (1973) discusses some of
the advantages and disadvantages of using a multlstep method instead of
a single-step method.
Unlike fixed-order/fixed-mesh multlstep integrators,
variable-order variable-mesh methods estimate the local truncation
error at each node of the integration in order to satisfy ape¢tfted
tolerances. Thus, if a variable-step/variable-mesh integrator uses
approximately a constant stepstze and order, then a fixed-order/fixed-
mesh integrator should require fewer computations to integrate the same
problem with comparable accuracy. For the satellite proble= as
described by (1.2), the fixed-order/fixed-mesh integrators may have a
significant advantage over variable-mesh variable-order integrators In
the amount of computations required, particularly if the orbital eccen-
tricity is small.
The most common algorithm for solving the satellite problem
with a multtstep integrator is the PECE algorlth=. In the PECE algo-
rithm, the solution at tj is extrapolated, or predicted (P), forward
to tj+ 1 . The predicted solution at tj+ 1 is used to evaluate (E)
the function, f . Using this evaluation, the extrapolated solution is
corrected (C), and a second evaluation (£) of f ts made with the
corrected solution at tj . Other multtstep algorithms Include the
PE(CE) n and P(EC) n algorithms where n Indicates the number of times
the steps in parenthesis are applied. However. Krogh (1970) notes that
1981013538-009
5for satellite orbits with small eccentricities, the Class II/PECE
methods are more efficient than Class IIIPEC methods or Class I/PECE
methods.
It is common in the llterature to refer to all Class If, mul-
tlstep formulations as Cowell methods and to refer to Class I methods
as Adams methods. However, at least three distinct Class II methods
and two distinct Class I methods are available. To avoid any ambigui-
ties, the terminology of Mersman (1965) will be adopted in which the
Class II methods are referred to as the general, second-sum, and
Stormer-Cowell formulatlons, while the Class I methods are referred to
as the Adams-Bashforth-Noulton and the flrst-sum formulations.
The purpose of this report is to examine the use of two Class
IIlfixed-meshlflxed-orderlmultlstep integration packages of the PECE
type for the numerical integration of (I.2). These two methods are
referred to as the general and the second-sum formulatlons, Chapter II
discusses the derivation of the basic equations which characterize each
formulatlon and discusses the role of the basic equations in the PECE
algorithm. Chapter III discusses posslble starting procedures which
may be used to supply the initial set of values required by the fixed-
mesh/multistep inteKrators. In Chapter IV, the results of the general
and second-sum integrators are compared to the results of various










In this chapter, two fixed-mesh/multlstep PECE alsu, ithm_ ar-
developer for the numerical integration of second-order, initlal value,
ordinary dlfferentlal equations represented by (1.1). These two formu-
latlons are the general a.d the second-sum formulations. The basic
assumptions in developing these fixed-mesh/multlstep int_srators are:
I) the value of the state vector (Y(tn), y(1)(tn)) and the value of
known; 2) the function values fj = f(tj,yj,y_ 1))-t n are I
j=n,n-1,...,n-i+l, are known at i distinct nodes where f represents
the right-hand side of (1.1), and 3) the nodes, tj , associated with
the values fj are known and satisfy the condition tj = tj_ 1 + h ,
where J=n,n-1 ..... n-i+1 and h is a eonKtant ste-size. The first
assumption is satisfied by definition of the ini_. _I value problem.
The second and third are assumed to be satisfied by appr_priate values
supplied from some startin8 procedure (see Chapter III).
The development of the PECE algorithm beKtns by derivinK the
basic equations for each of the formulations. The basic equations
developed in Sections 11.1 and 11.2 are used to extrapolate or interpo-
late the state at t from the state at t n by the proper choice of




?tn - tn-l+1 Zn - t
) ..... , then the basle equations interpolate the stateh h
at t , and if the value of t Is not between tn and tn_l , then
th- basle equations extrapolate the state at t . Using the extrapola-
tion and Interpolatlon eapabllitles of the basle equations, the PECE
algorlthms are determined. A diseusslon of some modlfleiatlons made
' avallable by the use of back dlfferenees eon,_ludes the development of
the PECE algorithms tn this chapter.
II.1 General Formulatlon




. h.(1) j_ ;1C(x,y,y(1))ex dxl _2.1)Y = Yn Yn t o
n
y(1) • yn(1) + j_ f(x,y,y(1))dx (2.2)t
n
In most applications, the function f cannot be readily Integrated by
analytical means. Thus. f can be replaced by an approximating tune-
Lion vhteh represents it to some specified desree of accuracy. The
derivation of the general rormuletlon algorltha uses the ovallable
• nodes tj and function f(t,y,y (1)) to form s polync_lal P(t) uhteh
° Is assumed to yield fj when evaluated st t.. Hence.
u
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(1)
f(t,y,y ) ; P(t) = P(t t ,tn_ , ..: ' n I ....tn-i+1'fn'" 'fn-i+])"
The polynomial, P(t) , may be written in divided difference form as
P(t) = fn + (t-tn)g[fn'fn-1] + "'" + (t-tn)(t-tn-1) "'"
(t-tn_i+2)g[fn,fn_l,...,fn_t 1] t?.3)
where g[ ] is the divided difference operator which is defined by
E[Xl,X2,...,x ] : 8[Xl .... ,Xn_l]-g[x 2, .... xn]
n Xl-X n
and the degree of the polynomial is (i-1). Imposin 8 the fixed-mesh
criterion, the divided differences may be written as back differences,
and the polynomial, P(t) , becomes
(t'tn) (t-tn)'ii(t-tn_t+2) v_.lf n
=  ,,, .....
PCt) fn + 11 h Vfn (i-1 h(i-1)
i
= _ yj (t)vJ-_r (2._)J=1 n
where
(t-t)...(t-t )
Yl = I; yj = n(3_I)I .hj-ln-J+2 , J=2,3,...,i
and where the back difference operrtor, Vl , is defined by
V° £k = £k and ?Jtk " vJ-ltk " vJ-lfk-1
J




9where _mJl are binomial c effieients.
Using (2.4), i_ follows that (2.1) and (2.2) become
• Y : Yn + Yn + _ Y.(x)3V fn dx dxI (2.5)
t o j:4
n
(I) (I) t i j-1 (2.6)
Y : Yn + ft __ yj (x) V f dx ., j:1 nn
Since only the coefficients, Yj , are a function of the independent
variable, (2.5) and (2.6) may be rewritten as
i
: h_v(1) 2 _ _j vj-lf (2.7)Y(tn+r) : Yn+r Yn + I'n + hi j:l ,r n
i
(1) ) (1) (1)
Y (tn+r : Yn+r : Yn + hi j=l_ 6j'r vJ-lfn (2.8)
where
fl pl (shI)(ShI+h)"'(shI +(j-2)h): ds ds 1
aJ'r o o (j-l)! hj-1
6J,r _1 (si)(sI+h)"'(shI +(j-2)h): ds
o (j-l)! hj-1
for J : 2,3,...i
t-t1 n
a I 81 = 1, s :- , h I : t -t and t : t + rh.
,r : 2' ,r hI n+r n n+r n
As defined by Shampine and Gordon, basic equations which use t nodes




Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are t_ _ eq,,_+_-s......... for *o.vlngl
a second-order ordinary differential equation using the genera! formu-
lation. Equation (2.8) can be used for solving a first-order ordinary
differential equation. Krogh (1970) and Shamptne and Gordon (1975)
discuss the idea of extending the set of basic equations to solve dif-
ferential equations of order greater than two.
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) show that the problem of evaluating
the Integrals of (2.1) and (2.2) has been reduced to a problem of
evaluating the coefficients, a and 6 • Shampine a,d Gordon (1975)
present the derivation of the algorithm that is used to evaluate the
coefficients for a variable-mesh/multlstep algorithm. The algorithm
for calculating fixed-mesh coefficients is a simplification of the
variable-mesh coefficient algorithm and is presented in Appendix A.
It should be noted that even though (2.7) and (2.8) are writ-
ten in terms of the back differences, they may also be written expli-
citly in terms of the functlon values as
t •
(I) 2 2 aj,r (2.9)Yn+r = Yn + hlYn + hi fn+l-JJ=l
1y(1) (1) •
n+r = Yn + hI _ 6j (2.10)J-1 ,r fn+l-J
where





• ,()_j,r : <-1, 2 q_ 6qq=j j I ,r
Thus, the basic equations of the general formulation may be written in
terms of back differences as in (2.7) and (2.8) or in terms of function
values as in (2.9) and (2.10).
II.2 Second-Sum Formulation
In order to obtain the basic equations for the second-sum
formulation, certain operators and relationships are required. The
necessary operators are:
I the back difference operator V where vk+If : vkf - vkf
" ' ' n n n-1
2. the shift operator E , where Ekfn, = f(tn+kh), and
3. the differential operator, D , where
Dr dr (1) dx D-1 d2x
=_ and x = _-_ = _ . (2.11)
dtr dt 2
As shown by Hildebrand (197q), the above operators satisfy the follow-
ing relationships:
• -hD = 1 - V = E-1 (2.12)
and
D-1 -h
= ln( 1-9} (2.13)




The derivation of the basic equations begins by making use of
the three operators above and the relationships from (2.11), (2.12) and
(2.13). From (2.12), we may write
= s : (1-v)-Syn (2.14)Yn+s E Yn
. _-s (1)
(1) .s (1) (_-v; Yn (2.15)Yn+s : _ Yn =
Using equations (2.11) and (2.13), we find that
Yn : U Yn : ni-ln_i- V) i f (2.16)
L J
Yn : u Yn : in fn "
By combining (2.1q) and (2.15) with (2.16) and (2.17), we obtain the
following relationships
Y(tn+Sh) : Yn+s = (1-v)-s ln(1-V) fn
: h2 r (1-V)'s ] fn (2 18)L( In ( 1-V) ) 2 J
y(1) (tn+sh) (1) (l_v)-s [ -h ]
: Yn+s : ln(1-_ fn
[ "(1-v)-s ] (2.19)
: h I n ( 1-V) fn
By expanding the terms in the braekets of (2.18) and (2.19) in an
infinite series, i.e.,
(I_V)-S =
aj. s VJfn (2.20)Z





it follows that (2.18) and (2.19) may be rewritten as
: h2 __ VJf (2.22)Yn+s j 2 aj's n
vJf (2.23)(1) : h _ bj, s nYn+s J=-1
The coefficients aj, s and bl,sJ are defined in terms of s by
expanding the left-hand sides of (2.20) and (2.21) in an infinite
series in V and comparing the coefficients of the different powers of
the V operator. Derivation of the recursive algorithm used to calcu-
late the coefficients is cumbersome and is discussed by Spier (1971)
and Velez and Maury (1970). The algorithm used to generate the coeffi-
cients for the fixed-step second-sum formulation is summarized in
Appendix B. It should be noted that the coefficients a_2,s , a_1,s
and b_1 are such that,s
= b_l =1a-2,S ,S
= S-1
a-l,s
:'Jr all s . Thus. (2.22) and (2.23) may be rewritten as
C__ Yn+s = h2 V'2fn - (l-s) v-lfn + J=O_aj,s (2.24)
_'_ Yn+s(1) -If= h V + _ bj V (2.25)





where the su,_mation terms have been truncated to Inelude the first i
terms. Equations (2.24) and (2.25) are said to be of order i . In
(2.24) and (2.25), the terms V-If and V-2f are referred to as the
n n
first and second terms, respectively. The first and second terms





V-2f = V-2f + V-If (2.27)
n n-I n
from the definition of the back difference operator. It should be
noted that only (2.25) is required to solve a first-order ordinary dif-
ferent iai equation.
By using function values instead of baek differenee, (2.24)
and (2.25) may be rewritten as
1-1 • ]= h2 V-2f - (1-s)v-lf + _ aj (2.28)Yn+s n n j=O ,s fn-j
[v-lfn i-1 " ](1) = h + _ bj (2.29)Yn+s J=O ,s fn-J
where
aj,s = (-1) j-1 q=j J aj,s




II.3 Relationships Between the General and Second-Sum Coefficients
To illustrate the relationship between the coefficients of
the general formulation and second-sum formulation coefficients, each
set of basic equations for extrapolating the solution one step is
presented and compared. To predict the solution at tn+ 1 from tn ,
the general formulation basic equations are
i
(1) + h2 _ a vJ-lf (2.30)
Yn+l : Yn Yn j:l J,1 n
i
(I) (I) vJ-lf (2.31)Yn+l : Yn + h _;
j:1 Bj'I n i
The form of the basic equations for the second-sum formulation that
predict the solution at tn  1from tn are
Yn+l V-2fn J=l aj-l'l n
+ _ vJ-lf (2.32)
(1) : h v-lf + _ vJ-lf (2.33)
Yn+l n J=l bj-l'l n
and that interpolate the solution at t from t are
n n
• ,° [ °](1) + _ vJ-lf (2.35), = h v-lf n bj_l, 0 .




Lyn+I(I) : h _ Bj,I _-lfn " (2.36)j:1
Using (2.33)and (2.35), we find
_ (I)
VYn+ I : h (bj 1 )VJ-I£j:1 - ,I - bj-1,0 n
and comparing this equation to (2.36), we also find
_J-1 : bj-1,1 - bj-1,0 - _/bj-1,1 " (2.37)
Mersman (1965) has shown that, in general, 9bj_i,1 : bj,1 "
Thus, (2.37) becomes
Bj, I : bj, I
or
bj, k = Bj, k •
Similarly, by forming the back difference _]n+1 for each formulation
and comparing coefficients, we also find that
mJ,1 : aj-1,1 - aj-1,0 - bj-1,0
: Vaj_l, I _ bj_1,0 . (2.38)
ii Merman (1965) has also shown that Vak_1, I : ak, I . Thus, (2.38) may
be written as
_J,l : aj,l - bj-1,0
'l and
.J
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O_j,k : a j, k -b j_1, 0 •
11.4 ,Development of the PECE Al_orithm Equations
The fixed-mesh, PECE algorithm assumes that the values £j
and tj , for J:n,n-1, ....n-i+1, are known, that t_. satisfies the
condition ti+I. = tj + h , and that if t, y and y(1) are known, then
f(t,y,y (1)£ : ) can be calculated. The PECE algorithm is based upon
the extrapolation property of the basic equations, The basic equations
for the general formulation are
i
: + h -(1) + h2 _ e vJ-lf
Yp Yn Yn j:l j,s n
i
h -(1 ) h2 •
: Yn + Yn + _
J:1 J,s fn-j+1 (2.39)
i(I) (I)
Yp : Yn + h _ 8j vd-l£j=1 ,S n
(1) i •
: Yn + h _ Bj £n-J+l (2.qO)j:1 ,s
and for the second-s== formulation are




= h [ _1£ 1 I _J-1 ]+ _; bj_ f (2.42)n j= I,: n
where s = p-n.
The prediction step of the PECE algorithm is an extrapolation
of the solution from t n to tn+ 1 . By setting s=l in (2.39) through
(2.42) the predicted solution at tn+ 1 i.e. Pn+l and (1)' ' ' Pn+l ' iS
given by the general form of the baslc equatlons as
+ h (1) + h2 1
Pn+l : Yn Yn _ QJ _J-lfj:1 ,I n
Yn + h-(1) + h2 _ (2.43)
: Yn j:l J,1 fn-J+l
(1) (1) i _1-1
Pn+l : Yn + h _ Bj, 1 fj:1 n
I(1) *
: Yn + h _ (2.44)
J:1 Bj'1 fn-J+l
and by the second-sum form of the basic equatlona as
Pn+l V-2fn + J=l aj-l' 1 fn
: h2 V-2fn + _ aj-1 1 fn-J+l (2._5)J=!
Pn+l : h V-1 1
J:l ' n
= h + _ 12._16)




Using the values for tn+l ' Pn+l and Pn+l ' the first
evaluation of the PECE algorithm is given by fP = f(tn + (1))n+l l'Pn+l'Pn+l "
A new set of back differences, VJf In+l ' or function evaluations,
i
fn+l-j are formed at tn+ 1 , The new set of back differences are
defined by
o w = fp
, V fn „ n+l
• vj-l_o _ vJ-1
_fn+l = n+l In' J=1,...,1
and the new set of function evaluations are defined
" = fPfn+l n+l
fj = fj, J=n,n-l,...,n-t  ( .
With the Inclusion of fP there are 1+1 back differences or func-n+l '
tton evaluations available to approximate the function f . The new
polynomial approximation of f nou spans fro= tn_t+ 1 to In+ 1
Instead of In_t+ 1 to t n .
(1)
The predicted solution, Pn+l a_d Pn+l ' is corrected by
(1) to t byextrapolating the solution at t n , i.e., Yn and Yn ' n+l
use of the new polynomial order I . The basic equations glvt the
corrected solution as
t+1
Yn_1 = Yn Yn J=l
i+1
.. h_(1 ) h2 t a





(1) (1) ,j-1 t
: Yn + h _; [j,o 'Yn \j=1 n+l I
i+I(1) m , i




for the general formulation and "
I_2£ n 1+1 * 1
: h2 - V-1£ + E Vj-1
Yn+l n j-1 aj-l'° £n+1
[ ]- v-lf + _ aj-l,o fn+2-j (2./49)= h2 V-2£n n J=l
](1) vJ-1Yn+l = h + _ bj-l,o fn+lj=l
: h + _ bj-l,o fn+2-J (2.50)j:l
for t)_ second-sum formulation.
Tne second evaluation o£ the PECE algorithm is made by using
hhe corrected solution, i.e.,
(2))£n+1 = £(tn+l' Yn+l' Yn+ *
The back dt£rerences are updaLed by the £or hulas
_fn+l = _'lfn $_'lfn ' J=1,...,1
and the first and second sums are updated by
_r'Ifn H •_Ifn + fn+1
1981013538-025
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V-2fn+l = _2f + v-lfn n+1 "
II.5 A Modification to th__eePECEAlgorithm
_=e use of back differences instead of function evaluations
in the PECE algorithm a11ows for a simplification of the correction
formulas. The simplification will be demonstrated here as it applies
to the general formulation, but it may also be applied to the second-
sum formulation. The process of propagating the back differences is
also discussed in this section in order to complement the use of the
back difference form of the PECE algorlthJn.
Equation (2.3) states the approximation of the function f
as a polynomial in t and using i nodes and i function evalua-
tions. In divided difference notation, the polynomial approximation of
f was given as
+ (t-t)g[fn,fn 1 ] + ...P(t) = fn n -
+ (t-tn) -.. (t-tn_l+2)g[fn,fn_l,...,fn_i+l] (2.51)
where g[ ] is the divided Jlfference operator. The general formula-
tion basic equation was derived b_ writing 12.51) with back differences
Is
i
r(t) = J=l_ Yj(t) vJ-lf n 12.521
and integrating the coefficients. Yj(t) , from tn to t .
1981013538-026
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Equation (2.51) reTr_r_*_ the polynomial used in the predic-
tion step of the PECE algorlthm. The polynomial used in the correetlor
step of the algorithm uses the i nodes and i functi(n evaluations
used in the predicting step and an additlonal function evaulation and
node, fPn+1 and tn+ I . _e polynomial that incorporates the i+I
nodes and i+I function evaluations may be written as
P (t) = f + (t-tn)g[fn,fn_l] + ''"n
+ (t-tn)...(t-tn_i n.tn_1,....tn_l+1]
.. rp .]
+ (t-tn) "(t-tn-l+1)g[fn'fn-1 ..... fn-l+1' n+i
: P(t) + (t-tn)...(t-tn_i+1)g[f n, ....fn_l+1,f_+1 ] (2.53)
Equation (2.53) represents the polynomial used in the correction step
or the PECE algorithm. The corrected solution is given by the ealeul*Ja
solution
(1) tn+l ;1 •Yn+l : Yn  hYn+ _ P (x)dx dx 1 (2.5q)t o
n
(I) (I) tn  \ •
Yn+l : Yn + _ P (x)dx (2.55)t
n
Using (2.53) wlth (2.5_) and (2.55), we rind
1981013538-027
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(1) tn+l ;1Yn+l : Yn + hYn + f P(x)dx dx 1t o
n
+ ;n+l ;1 Yi+l(X)7_fP.ldX dx 1t o
n
h2 _fP (2.56)
= Pn+l + )'i+1,1 n+l
(1) (1) ;n+l p(x)dx ;n+lYn+l = Yn + + Yi+l (x) Vlf_+ldXt t
n n




Equations (2.56) and (2.57) represent the correction formulas that
would be used in place of (2.q7) and (2.q8) for the general formula-
tion. Similarly, for the second-sum formulation, (2.q9) and (2.50)
could be replaced by
Yn+l = Pn+l + h2 npai+l, 1 Vif +1 (2.59)
(1) (1) v_fp (2.60)Yn+l = Pn+l + h bi+ 1,1 +1
One advantage of (2.56) and (2.57) is that, instead of 2t,
only t+1 coefficients are needed to predict and correct the solution.
Thus, (t-1) fewer multiplications per step are required. The addi-
i p and for propagating the
• ttonal computations required to form V fn+l
back differences from t n to in+ 1 are a possible disadvantage to
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(2.56) and (2.b7) However, the propagation of the back differences may
take advantage of the intermediate calculations resultln£ from the cal-
Vif_ $By retaining the intermediate sums,culation of
i
Sk = _ V_-If n , k=1,...,i
J=k
resulting from the evaluation of (2.58), the back differences at tn+1
are then calculated from
Vlfn+1 = So = fn+1 - $I
vk-lfn+1 = Sk + S , k=l ..... i •0
The modified PECE algorithm is given in Appendix C for the general for-
mulation and in Appendix D for the second-sum formulation.
II.6 Notes and Comments
The algorithm discussed in this chapter is for a PECE mul-
tistep integrator with a predictor of order i and a corrector of
order i+I . The PECE _lgorlthm is one of a family of algorithms in
which corrector formulas and the function evaluation using the
corrected solution may be applied any number of times. This family of
algorithms is represented by PE(CE) n and P(EC) n. The choice of algo-
i rithm to be used to solve a given problem is discussed by Shampine andGordon (1975) and Krogh (1970).




of the same order or one higher order than the predietin_ for_,_la. The
decision of which order to use for the eorreetor is dependent on the
differential equation to be solved and on the order of the predictor.
Considerations for selection of tt,e corrector order are discussed by
Shampino and Gordon (1975) and Krogh (1970).
The fixed-mesh/multistep algorithm advances the solution in
intervals of the stepsize, h , of the independent variable t . How-
ever, the solution may be desired for some value of t , e.g., tj ,
such that tj is between two nodes. The solution at tj is found by
advancing the solution until tj is bounded by two of the nodes. If
to such that
the nodes range from tn tn_i+ I
Itn - tn_i+ 11 _ It 3 - tn], the solution at t is interpolated by
using r = s = J-n in the basic equations.
The problem of obtaining the initial set of function evalua-
tions for the PECE algorithm is discussed in Chapter Ill. The general
and second-sum algorithms discussed in this chapter are compared to the





As discussed in Section II.4, a multistep numerical i,ltcgra-
tion algorithm of order i assumes that i function evaluations and
i nodes are known. The initial values of the nodes and function
evaluations are found by application of an appropriate starting pro-
cedure. A starting procedure has only the initial conditions, to ,
1) y(2) )Yo and y_ , and the differential equation, = f(t,y,y (I) ,
available to calculate the values of the nodes and to evaluate the
function. Some of the various starting algorithms, which can be used
with multistep integrators, include I) the bootstrap method, 2) the
iterative method and 3) the use of a single-3tep integrator. This
chapter begins by discussing the starting procedures for the Class II
fixed-mesh/fixed-order multlstep integration packages using the general
and second-sum algorithms described in the previous chapter, the
chapter concludes by detailing a proposed starting procedure for the
Class II/fixed-mesh/fixed-order/multlstep integration packages whleh







III.1Su_ of Startin_ Al$orlthms
The bootstrap starter begins with a first-order basic equa-
tion and increases the order as the solution is advanced one node at a
time. By using the initial conditions, the first function evalua_'>_
_1))is made, fo = f(to_Yo'Y . The solution is extended to t._ = t_ + h
by using a first-order basic equation, e.g., i=I in (2.39) and (2.40)
or in (2.41) and (2.42). With the predicted solution at tI , another
(I)
function evaluation is made, fl = f(t1'Pl'Pl ) . The correction form
of the basic equation is employed and an additional function evaIuation
is made with the corrected solution at tI to complete the PECE algo-
rithm at tI . Now, with two function evaluations available, the solu-
tion is advanced to t2 by application of the P£C£ algorithm f_r
i=2 . In this manner of bootstrapping, the solutior is advanced until
the required number of function evaluations are known. This starting
procedure is generally performed with variable-step/variable-order mul-
tistep integrators in which the local trjncation error is estimated
after each step in order to determine if the step is acceptable and to
determine the next stepsize or order to use.
£ single-step numerical integrator, e.g., a Runge-Kutta
method, may be used to generate the required function evaluations. By
using the single-step integrator to advance the solution from one node
to the next, the solution at the nodes is obtained and the function





An _terative starter assumes that a first approximation of
; the required flunctzon evaluations has been made by means of a bootstrap
method, by use of a single-step integrator, by a Taylor series expan-
: slon or by any other suitable procedure. Once the first approximations
t
have been provided, the basic equation is used to interpolate the solu-
tion at each of the nodes, and a second set of function evaluations is
calculated. The second set of function evaluations is used with the
basic equation to interpolate the solutions at the nodes again and a
third set of function evaluations is calculated. The iterative method
proceeds in this manner until some termination criteria is satisfied.
The criteria may be a certain number of iterations, or it may depend
upon the difference between the solutions of two consecutive itera-
tions. Once a criterion is satisfied, the required function evalua-
tions are known.
III.2 The Central Iterative Starting Algorltlln
Two important criteria were considered in selecting a start-
ing procedure for the general and second-sum packages of this report.
The first criteria fo .he starting procedure was to generate a set of
function evaluations and nodes wit _ -=-ect to the initial conditions
which can be used to interpolate the initial conditions exactly.
; Secondly a starting procedure should be consistent with the interpola-
i tion scheme of the The scheme chosen for
integrator. interpolation use
i in the fixed-step/flxed-order integrators of this report requires that
the solution be advanced far enough that the point at which the
1981013538-033
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interpolation is to be performed is approximately midway between the
extreme nodes. This scheme helps to reduce discontinu_tie_ in the
L
interpolation when the solution is advanced from one node to the next
node. The starting procedure used in the general and second-sum
integration packages described in this report is a central, iterative
starting procedure.
Backward or forward iterative starting procedures are such
that the initial set of nodes span the interval t o to tl_ i or the
interval t o to ti_ 1 . However, = central starting procedure selects
the end nodes such that the initial conditions lie at a node approxi-
mately midway between the end nodes. With the initial conditions at
the end nodes will be at tj and tq , where q : integer (½)t o #
and J = q - i + 1 . Thus, the central starting method will have
advanced the solution to t and will return the function evaluationsq
at the nodes tk; k:q,q-1,...,q-i+l .
As mentioned above, one important requirement for the start-
ing procedure is that the solution at t and the function evaluations
q
must be consistent with the initial conditions. For the general formu-
lation using back differences, this imposes the condition that
i
Yo = Yq - qhy(1) + q2h2 j=l_ aj,..q V"J-lrq (3.1)
y_l) (1) i V'J-lf . (3.2)= yq - qh _ Bj,_q qJ=l






Yk : Yq + (k-q)h yq(1) + (k-q)2h2 j:1_ _"kj, -q _-Ifq (3.3)
i(I) (1)
Yk : yq + (k-q)h __ Bj _-If (3.4)j-1 ,k-q q
for k:q,q-1,... ,q-i+1.
The interpolation formulas for the central iterative starter may be
found by using (3.1), (3.2), (3.3) and (3.4) to obtain
Yk : YO + khY(o1)
+ h2 _ ( (q_k)2(_j, 2 + kq Bj. ) VJ-Ifj:1 k-q - q aj,_q -q q
(3.5)
(I) (I) i \
YJ : Yo + h J:1_ ( Bj,_q+ (k-q)Bj,k_q) VJ-Ifq (3.6)
k:q,q-l,...,q-t+l.
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) use the initial conditions at t and theo
back differences at t to interpolate the solution at the nodes.q
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) wlll always satisfy the initial conditions.
The initial values of the function evaluations are generated
by using the Taylor series expansions





Yj : Yo khy_i) + k2h2f_
(1) (1)
Yk = Yo + kh fo
(1)
fo = f(to'Yo'Yo )
fk = f(tk'Yk'Y_ 1))
to approximate the solution at the nodes in order to evaluate the func-
tion f(t,y,y (1)) . Using the initial values of the function evalua-
tions, the tterative procedure uses (3.5) and (3.6) to find the final,
required set of function evaluations.
Since the function f i3 assumed to be smooth and continu-
ous, the solutions at the nodes during the lterattve procedure are
assumed to converge upon a trajectory. The final trajectory, the accu-
racy of the trajectory and the number of iterations required to con-
verge on the trajectory are a function of the stepslze h . the order
i and the function f . The starting algorithm employed by the gen-
eral and second-sum packages measures the convergence of the solution
by calculating the relative n_r= of the difference between two succes-
sive solutions at tq . If zj is defined to be a vector composed of
the dependent variables y and y(1) at t = tq on the jth ltera-
'L tion, then the relative norm, u , of the difference between two sue-| oessive iterations at t is defined to be
T




= zj_ I (k) if zj(k) = 0 .
and n is defined to be the number of elements in each of the vectors
y(1) . The solutlon at tq is assumed to contain theY and greatest
error and to be the slowest converging solution at any of the nodes
because t is generally the furtherest node from t .q o
Equations (3.5) and (3.6) are the equations used In a start-
tng procedure with the _nttlal conditions at t . This notation doesO
not lend Itself to simple application In a computer program. Appen-
dices E and F give the general and second-sum equations equivalent to
(3.5) and (3.6), but where the lnlttal conditions are at t and the
m
end nodes are at t n and tn_i where t m is between t n and
tn_t  1. It should be noted that the use of (3.5) and (3,6) depends
upon the calculation of a special set of coefficients; however, the
calculation of the coefficients require little effort and are only




The evaluation of the general and second-sum fixed-
mesh/fixed-order Class II multistep integrators was carried out in two
phases. The first phase compared the performances of the general and
the second-sum integrators to the performances of four Class Z integra-
tors and two Class II integrators in solvin 8 a selected group of dif-
ferential equations with periodic solutions. The second phase compared
the transverse errors of these integrators for two typical satellite
problems with the following gravitational force modets. 1) a spherical
earth modeled as a point mass and 2) a non-spherical earth modeled by
an eleventh degree and order spherical harmonic geopotentialo The
retults of the first and second phases are discussed in Sections IV.1
and IV.2, respectively.
Three forms of the fixed-mesh/fixed-order Class II multistep
tntesrators were adopted in this investigation. The general formula-
tion of the Class II Integrator package, referred to as KSGFS, used the
back difference form of _he PECE algorithm. Two forms of the second-
sum formulation were used. The first second-sum package, referred to
: as _FSBD, used back differences while the other second-sum package,





The re_IFs of the _eneral and the second-sum Class II
integrators are co_?ared with three documented integration packages and
two undocumented integration packages. The documented software pack-
ages were ODE by Shampine and Gordon (1975), KROGH by F. T. Krogh
(1970) and RK(7)8 as derived by Fehlberg (1968) and applled by McKenzle
and Sepehnoorl (1978). It should be noted that KROGH may be used as a
Class I, Class II or a combination of both Class I and Class II
integrators. To distinguish between the first two of these modes, the
Class I form and the Class II form of KROGH will be referred to as
KROGHI and KROGH2, respectively. The undocumented packages were ABFS
and RKN7(8). ABFS is the Class I equivalent of KSGFS. RKN7(8) is a
varlable-step Runge-Kutta-Nystrom integrator used for the solution of a
general ordinary differential equation of Class II. The coefficients
for RKN7(8) were derived and published by Fehlberg (1974),
All computer work was carried out on a CDC Cyber 170/750 co_-
purer using the FTN compiler at the University of Texas at Austin under
the UT2D ooeratlng system, The Cyber 170 computer utilizes a 60-blt
word; 12 bits are used for the sign and exponent, and 48 bits are used
for the mantissa which results in about lq decimal digits of accuracy.
IV.1 Integrator C_parisons for Differential Equations
with Periodic Solutions
The first phase of the evaluation of KSGFS, SSFSBD and S,_FSF£




, KROGH2, ABFS. RK(7)8 and RKN7(8) for the solutlon of five sets of d!f-
' ferential equations that have periodic solutions. The differential
equations and results are discussed in Sections II.I.1 through II.1.5.
The comparisons of the integrators for this phase was accom-
plished by using the software package COMPAR.* COMPAR allows the user
to plot the efficiency curves for each integrator or combinations of
integrators. The efficiency curves are defined as the endpoint error
versus the number of function evaluations required, endpcint error
versus the amount of central processor time required, the maximum glo-
bal error versus the number of function evaluation_ and the maximum
global error versus the amount of central processor time. The global
error at each step is defined as
GE = Maximum b i , i=l,...,n
J
m
wher_ n is the number of elements in the state vector x , _ is the
c
state vector calculated by the integrator, _T is the reference solu-
tion and b is the maximum (xT(i),l.). The endpoint error is the glo-
bal error at the final point of the integration interval. By varying
the tolerances, the efficiency curves of the variable-step integrators
could be determined. To obtain the efficiency curves for ABF$, KSGF$,
.SSFSBDand SSPSFE, severe1 computer runs were made to determine the
optimum order for each integrator on each problem. By using the
* COHPAR was developed at the Department of Aerospace Engineering and
Engineering Mechanics, The University of Texas st Austin, by
Richard McKenzie. COHPAR is used to compare one or more




optimum orders and var)in8 the stepslze, the efficiency curves for the
; fixed-mesh/flxcd-order integrators can be found. It should be noted
that the startinE procedures for ABFS, KSGFS. SSFSBD and SSFSFE we,
allowed to converEe the relative error norm (see Chapter III) as !'ar as
possible. Generally, the relative error norm was reduced to zero.
Table _V.1.1 throuEh IV.l.5 are "ummaries of the results from
COHPAR for each of the five problems discussed in Sections IV.I.1
throuEh IV. 1.5. The first two columns of these tables are labelled
either ABSERR and RELERR or ITER and NORDER. For the variable-step
inteErators, ABSERR and RELERR are the absolute and relative error
tolerances to be used by each integrator. For the fixed-mesh multistep
inteEretors, ITFR represents the maximum number of iterations to be
used in the startinE procedure, and NORDEK represents the order of the
inteEration formula to be used. The next three columns in the tables
are labelled NFE, NSTPA and NSTPR and are the tot 1 number of function
evaluations made, the total n':mber of accepted steps by each inteErator
and "he total number of steps rejected by RK(7)8 or RKNT(8). The two
columns labelled CP-TIME and O_gD indicate the amount of central pro-
cessor time used by each intesrator for each set of ABSERR and RELERR
tolerances. CP-TIME is the total amount of central ;-ocessor time used
by the intesrator and the derivative evaluation routines. _hile OVHD is
the overhead or the CP-TIH£ excludins the time spent in performin 8
derivative evaluations. The renaining col,_na are self-explanatory.
The problems discussed in Sections ZV.t.2 throu6h IV.l.5 uere
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suggested by Shampine and Gordon (!975). _l_ese four problems have non-
linear differential equatior.s and "give a goo_ indication of how the
codes perform on problems of celestial mechanics. "tm The harmonic
oscillator problem of Section IV.I.I has the same analytic solution as
the circular two-body problem of Section IV.1.2 put has a set of linear
differentzal equations. The elliptic two-body problem of Section
IV.I.3 has the same set of differential equations as the circular two-
body problem but has a different analytical solution. The Euler
rigid-body problem of Section IV.I.4 has a Jacobian elliptic function
as the solution. The restricted three-body problem of Sect%on Ig. 1.5
does not have an analytical solution and presents a ease of rapidly
changing derivatives near the close approaches.
IV.I.I Harmonic Oscillator Problem






or by the second-order differential equation
d2x 1
dt 2 " -x I •
=
mmShamptne and Gordon (1975), page 2q2.
_w
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With the i_iti_! ,_>,lditiens x1(O)=O.O m,d x_(O)=l.0 , the analytical
s!ution is ,jiv_':! by
x1(t) = sin(t)
x2(t) = cos(t)
which has a period of 2_ .
Several computer runs were made with the integration interval
ranging from 0.0 to 2_, 0.0 to 12_ and 0.0 to 20_. By varying the
step.-.ize from 0.5 to 0.3 for these three intervals, the optimum orders
for the fixed-mesh/fixed-order multistep integrators were determined to
be 8 for ABFS, 15 for KSGFS and 11 for SSFSBD and SSFSFE.
The efficiency curves for this problem were determined for
the integration interval of 0.0 to 2On. The efficiency curves for the
varlable-step integrators RK(7)8, RKNT(8), ODE, KROGHI and KROGH2 are
shown _n Figures IV. 1.1a through IV. 1.1d. Figures IV. 1.1e through
IV. I.lh show the efficleney curves for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE
relatlve to those of ODE, KROGHI and KROGH2. Figures IV.1.1i through
IV. 1.11 show the efficiency curves of ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE
relative to those for RK(7)8 and RKN7(8). A summary of these results
are given in Table IV. I.I.
IV. 1.2 Circular Problem or Two Bodies
The circular problem of two bodies may be modeled in two


















INTF(.RATI(IN HFTW_D RVN 7(8)
MAX! MI_M
N_TPR/ AVERAGZ END FO;NT GLOBAL MINXMI_ MAX|MUM
AB_ERR RFT_RR NFE N_TPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP S1ZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SiZE
..............................................................................................
.00E-04 l.ouL-12 482 36 I .02703 1.745E+00 .03700 .02661 8.287E-03 8,287L-03 2.000E-02 2.308E+O0
.0OE-O6 1.00E-12 976 70 5 .06667 8.976E-0| .07950 .05846 2.432E-O5 2.432E-05 2.000E-O2 1.116E+00
.0OE=08 I.OOE-12 )600 121 2 .01626 5.193E-01 .12800 .09351 2.752E-07 2.752EoO7 2.OOOE-02 7.O44E-O1
.00E-10 1.006-|2 2757 212 0 .00000 2.964E-01 ,203OO ,14358 2.9116-O9 2.9126-09 2.0006-O2 4.1786-OI
.00E-|I 1.00E-13 36R0 283 O .00000 2.2206-01 .286oo .20668 3.1866-10 3.1876-10 2.0006-02 3.1336-O!
.00E-12 1.006-13 5006 378 7 .01818 1.6626-0| .38400 .27610 3.379E-|1 3.3816-11 2.O00E-02 2.4616-Ol
.OOE-13 1.006-14 6592 502 5 .00986 1.252E-0l .51400 .37192 4.262E-12 6.280E-12 2.00OE-02 1.938E-Oi
INTEGRATION METHOD. RK(7)S
MAXIMUM
NSTPR] AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM
ABSERE RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINS OVHD EROS ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
1.006-O4 1.006-12 547 42 0 .00000 1.4966*OO .O2775 .01596 7.3306-O4 7.3306-O4 2.0OOE-02 1.661E*OO
1.0OE-O6 1.0OE-12 976 75 0 .0O000 8.3786-01 .05233 .03130 7.2936-Ob 7.2936-06 2.OO06-02 8.9256-O|
|.0OE-08 l.OOE-12 1717 |32 0 .00000 4.76OE-01 .O94OO .05699 7.4446-08 7.&446-08 2.00OE-02 4.986S-01
I.OOE-iO I.OOE-12 "030 233 0 .00000 2.6976-01 .16200 .09669 7.5546-10 7,$546-10 2.0006-02 2.8OOE-O1
I.OOE-il I.OOE-13 6032 310 0 .00000 2.0276-01 .208OO .12110 7.6396-11 7.6396-I! 2.00OE-02 2,0986-OI
I.OOE-12 I.OOE-13 5319 409 0 .00000 1.5366-Ol .29600 .18136 I.O006-11 !.0006-11 2.0006-02 1,5866-0|
I.OOE-13 I.OOE-14 6606 508 O .00000 1.2376-01 .36200 .21962 1.1666-12 1.8386-12 2,OOOE-O2 1.2626-O1
INTEGRATION METHOD: ODE
HAXINLM
NSTPRJ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINUN
ASSER| RELEqS NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
....................................................................................................
1.006-04 I.OOE-12 359 179 0 .00000 3.5106-01 .O7300 .O6526 2.7946-O3 2.7846-O3 2.5OOE-03 6.4OOE-01
1.006-06 I.OOE-12 SIP 258 0 .00000 2.4356-01 •10900 .09786 !.95BE-05 !.9646-05 2.5OOE-04 2.5606-01
1.00E-08 I.OOE-12 721 360 0 .00000 1.7456-01 .16500 .14946 2.7|96-07 2.6796-07 2.5006-05 2.04BE-01
I.OOE-10 1.0OE-12 IOO9 504 0 .OOOOO 1.2476-O1 .72400 .20225 3.9696-09 3.9496-09 2.5OOE-O6 1.6386-OI
I.OOE-II 1.006-13 1281 640 0 .OOOOO9.8176-02 .29000 .26239 5.7626-11 7.9066-O7 7.906E-07 1.0366-O1
1.0OE-12 1,0OE-13 1333 666 0 .00000 9.4346-O2 .32OOO .29127 4.769E-II 7.5006-07 2.5OOE-0! 1.3116-01
1.006-13 1.0OE-14 Y_O3 951 0 .OOOO0 6.6016-02 .45OOO .60898 2.8436-11 5.5346-07 7.9066-08 1.3436-01
INTEGRATION METHOD: KROGH2 F
NAXINIJN
NSTPR/ AVEEACE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXIICJN
AESERE SELEEE NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TII_ OVND ERROR ERRS| STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
1.006-O4 1.0OE-12 390 203 0 .00OOO 3.0956-01 .09550 .08709 2.4006-05 2.4886-O$ I.O00E-02 6.4OOE-O1
1.00E-O6 1.006-12 422 246 O .OOOO0 2.5546-O1 ,11300 .10390 5.7776-08 5.7166-08 1.2506-03 3.20OE-OI
1.OOE-08 i.OOE-12 796 418 0 .OO000 1.503E-01 .19100 .17384 $.4656-11 5.802[-1! 7.8136-05 1.6OOE-O1
1.O06-10 I.OOE-I2 829 427 O .00000 1.4716-01 .20800 .19013 6.8146-12 6.7366-12 9.7666-O6 1.6OOE-01
i.00E-II 1.0OE-13 823 429 0 .00000 1.4656-OI .19800 .18026 6.5796-12 6.4995-12 2.4416-06 1,6006-Oi
I.OOE-I2 1.006-13 1467 746 0 ,OOOOO 8.6236-O2 .36500 .33338 1.852E-11 1.8516-11 1.221E-06 1.6OOE-OI
!.O0[-13 I.OOE-I4 1616 828 0 .OOOOO 7.588E-O2 .40100 .36617 2.116E-11 6,1046-O7 3.0526-07 $.OO06-O2
INT[GRATIOR I'UCTHOD:EROGNI
NAXINtI1N
HSTPEJ AVEIL&GK ENO OINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM
A|SENE RELIER NFE NSTPA HSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINZ OVND ElUlOIt ERItOE STEP SIZE STEP SiZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-OA I.OOE-12 415 212 0 .0OOOO 2.964E-01 .094OO .08506 3.4666-04 3.424g-04 l.OOOE-O2 3.20OE-01
.SOS-06 I.OOE-12 810 414 0 .O00OO I.$18E*OI .19100 .17356 5.165E-08 5.134E-08 1.250E-O3 !.6OOE-O1
.00[-08 I.UOE-12 827 422 0 .OOOOO 1.489E-O1 .19100 .17318 4.096E-08 _.079E-O8 7.8136-05 1.6OOE-01
.OO[-IO 1.0OZ-12 1554 800 0 .OOOOO 7.854S-O2 ,38000 .34506 5.253E-11 5.250/-11 9.766E-06 i.60OE-O1
.0OS-11 I.OOE-13 16OO 809 0 .0OOO0 7.7676-02 .38500 .33031 i.9941-11 1,9886-11 2.6416-O6 1.6OO|-Oi
.00E-12 I.OOE-13 1632 $3_ 0 .OOOOO 7.561E-O2 .40100 .36582 2.1636-11 2.1_66-11 1,221E-O6 8.0OOE-O2
•0OE-13 1.001-16 1639 034 0 .00000 7._34K-O2 .39100 .35367 2,150E-11 6.1046-O7 3.O52K-07 8.OOO8-O2
' Table IV.I.I





NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT _.LOBAL MINIMUM ?'L._I_..
ITER ORDER NEE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT ST_P SIZE CP - TIME oVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE,01 8.OOE*00 2boq 1256 0 ,OO000 5.OO3E-OZ 20500 .1_871 9.1028-12 9.bbb[-12 5.OO0[-02 2.5008-01
2.5OF+01 8.O08,00 1_9 628 O .00000 I.OOIE-01 .111OO .o81_9 4.qSIE-Oq 4.917[-O9 I.OOOE*OI 5.OOO[=01
2.5OE*O1 8.O0[*OO 1117 502 O .OOO00 1.2528-OI .08?50 .Oh3_2 3.679[-O8 3.648[-08 i.25OE-O! 6.25OE-OI
2.5OE*OI 8.OOE*OO 965 418 0 .OOOOO 1.503[-OI .01700 .O5620 I.Sq3E-O7 1.873[-O7 1.5oo[-o1 7.5OO[-O1
2.5OE+OI 8.0OE*OO 773 314 0 .OOOOO 2.OO1[-O1 .05650 .O3984 2.509[-O6 2.&77[-06 2.OOOE-OI I.OO0[*O0
2.508+01 8.OOE+O0 655 251 0 .OOOOO 2.5038-01 .056OO .O_188 1.8548-O5 _.8258-05 2.500[-O1 1.2508+00
2.50E+OI 8.OOE*OO 595 209 0 .0OOOO _.OO6[-OI .04800 .O3_18 2.888[-O2 2.9998=O2 3.OOOE-OI 1.5OOE*OO
INTECILATION METHOD ESGFS
MAXIMUM
NSTPR] AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIqUM HAXIMU_I
IT_ ORDER NF[ NSTPA NSTPE NSTPT STEP SIZE CP * TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE+OI .5OE*01 2633 1256 0 .OOOOO 5.OO3E-O2 .23800 .18125 6.7628-14 2.O_88-13 5.OOOr=O? 4 0OOE-OI
2.50[+01 .50[+01 1392 628 0 .0OOOO I.OO1[-OI .14400 .11400 1.161E-13 2.O55[-13 I.OOOE-OI 8.OOOE-OI
2.5OE*O1 .50[*O1 i155 502 O .OOOOO 1.252[-OI .112OO .08711 6.61OE-14 8.593[-14 1.25OE-O1 I.OOOV-OO
2.5OE*OI .5OE*01 987 418 0 .OOOOO 1.503E-O1 .112oo .O9073 6.191[-14 1.924[-13 1.5OOE-O1 1.2OO[,OO
2.5OE*OI .5OE+01 809 314 O .0OOOO 2.OO1[ OI .09700 .O7956 6.727[-13 7._O68-13 2.OOOE-OI 1.&O0[,OO
2.50[*OI .5OE*OI 683 251 O .00000 2.503_-O! .08?00 .O7228 3.178[-11 3.137[-II 2.5OOE-O1 2.OOOE*O0
2.5OE*OI .5OE*01 614 209 O .OOOOO 3.OO6E-O1 .O76OO .06277 6.4288-10 6.296E-IO 3.OOOE-01 2.400[*OO
INTE(;RATION METHOD: SSFSBD
MAXIMUM
NSTPIL/ AVER.AGE END POINT GL1BAL MINIMUM HAXINUN
ITER ORDER NEE NSTPA NSTP| NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR EKdON STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE_01 1.10E*01 2590 1256 O .OOO00 $.OO3E-O2 .22200 .16618 1.576[-13 I.q_IE-13 5.OOO[-O2 3.OOO[-OI
2.5OE*O1 I.IOE*01 '1_5 628 0 .OOOOO I.OO1[-O1 .11200 .O83OI I.IO4[-13 1.655E-13 I.OOOE-OI 6.OOO[-OI
2.5OE*OI I.IOE*01 1104 502 O .00000 i.2_2[-OI .O9650 .O7271 1.17_E-13 1.2728-13 1.25OE-01 7.5OO[-OI
_.SOF*OI i.IOE*OI 93_ 418 O .OOOOO 1.503[-OI .O8OOO .O5983 1.596E-13 1.9868-13 1.5OO[-OI 9.OOO[-OI
2.50£*O1 I.IOE*OI 739 314 O .OOOOO 2.OO1[-01 .o68oo .O5207 7.2068-12 6.9158-12 2.OOOE-O! 1.2OO[,OO
2.50[*OI I.IO[,OI 624 251 O .OOOOO 2.503E-O1 .05200 .01855 1.64_E-IO I.bll[-IO 2.5OO[-O1 1.5OO[*OO
2.5OE*OI I.IOE*OI _51 209 0 .OOOOO 3.OO6[-OI .O5OOO .O3812 2.1548-O9 2.14_[-O9 3.OOOE-OI 1.8OOE*OO
INTEGRATION I'IETHOD" SSFSP|
I_.XINUM
NSTPN/ AVER.AGE END POINT GLOBAL N1NIMUM 14.q.XlMIJ14
ITEJt OILDE| NP[ NSTPA h_TPS NSTFT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVND ERROR ERSOR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
..................................................................................................
2.50E*OI .IO[*01 2590 1256 0 .OOOOO 5.OO3E-O2 .22300 .IB718 1.576[-13 I.qql[-13 5.OOO[-O2 3.OOO[1-OI
2.50[*OI .IOE*OI 1348 628 O .OOOOO I.OO1[-OI .ll_OO .O83OI I.IO4[-13 i.655[-13 I.OOOE*01 6.OOO[-O!
2.50[*O! .IO[*OI 1104 502 0 .0OOOO 1.252Z-O1 .09450 .01071 1.174[°13 1.272[°13 1.2$O1-O1 ;.$OO1-OI
2.5OE*OI .IOE*OI 936 418 0 .OOOOO 1.503[-O1 .O86OO .O6583 1.596E-13 i.986E-I) 1.5OO[-OI 9.OOOE-O1
2.5OE*Oi .IOE*Ol 739 314 0 .OOOOO 2.OO1[-OI .O6250 .0.46_7 1.206E-12 6.915E*12 2.OOOE-Oi 1.2OOE*OO
2.5OE*OI .IOE*OI 624 251 0 .OOOOO 2.503E-O| .O56OO .O42_5 1.646E-IO 1.611E-10 2.5OOE-OI 1.5OOE*OO
2.5OE*OI .IOE*OI 551 209 O .OOOOO 3.OO6S-OI .O56OO .O4412 2.1548-O9 2.144K*O9 3.OOOE-OI 1.8OOE*OO
Table IV.I,Z




dx 1 dx 3 x1
r
dx 2 dXq x2
_ = x4 dt = - --_
r
or by the set of second-order differential equations
dx_ x1 dx§ x2
dt---_ : - _ dt_ : -
2 2 2
where r = xI + x2 . For the initial conditions x1(O) = 1.0





x4(t) : cos(t) .
The circular two-body orbit is shown in Figure IV. 1.2a along with an
elliptic two-body orbit of eccentricity 0.6.
By varying the flral time of integration to 2_, 12_ and 20_,
the optimum orders for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE were found to be
8, 13, 11, 11, respectively, for a range of stepsizes of 0.1 to 0.35.
The efficiency curves for the variable-step tnteFrators ODE, RK(?)8,
RKNT(8), KRGH1 and KROGH2 are shown in Figures IV.l.2b through IV.l.2e.
The efficiency curves for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE relative to
those for ODE, KROGH1 and KROGH2 are shown in Figures IV.l.2f through
D
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Figure IV.1.2a
Circular (e-O.) and Elliptic (e-.6)
Two Body Orbits
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IN1E(.EAHON MEIt!OP _ ,%_'
MAXIMUM
, NSTP8/ AVERACE END POINT GLOBAL MIH|MUM MAXIMUM
AESERR RELERR NFE NS_PA N_IPR NST| [EP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP _IZE
...................................................................................................
1.O08-04 .ODE-12 fig0 53 0 .O0000 1.1868*OO .07200 .05735 2.3528-02 2.3'28-O2 2.0OOE-02 1.33_E+OO
1.OOE-O6 .OOE-12 1158 89 O .OOO00 7.060E-O1 .11100 .O864I 9.5998-04 9.599E-O4 2.OOOE-O2 7.5028-O1
I.OOE-08 .0OE-12 2016 15_ 0 .OO000 4.O548-O1 .19100 .|4819 2.169E-OS 2.169E-05 2.OOOE-02 4.2618-0|
].OOE-IO .OOE-12 3524 271 O .OO000 2.3198-O1 .32600 .25L|6 4.180E-07 4.18OE-07 2.000E-O2 2.4ObE-OI
I.OOE-II .OOE=13 4694 361 0.00000 | 740E-O1 .43800 .33831 5.b688-08 5.668E-O8 2.O00E-O2 1.8058-Oi
I.DOE-|2 .0OE-13 6241 480 0 .O0000 1.309E-OI .58300 .450_6 7.646E-O9 7.6468-09 2.0008-02 |.3558-O!
I.OOE-13 .OOE-14 8308 639 0 .O0000 9.8338-O2 .7?300 .59656 1.051E-09 1.0_1E-09 2.0008"O2 i.0|78-Oi
INTEGRATION METHOD. RK(7)8
RAX1MUH
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINUM
ABSERB RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPE NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME GVHD ERROB ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
1.OOE-O4 I.OOE-12 911 70 O .OOOOO 8.9768-O| .O5550 .O3615 6.770E-02 6.77OE-02 2.00OE-O2 1.0OIE*OO
1.OOE-O6 1.OOE-|2 1483 114 0 .O00OO _.5128-O| .09600 .O6451 8.1218-O4 8.|2|E-O4 2.O008-O2 5.80$E-O1
I.OOR-O$ I.OOE-12 2549 196 O .OOOOO 3.2068-O1 .15800 .10387 5.697E-O6 5.697E-06 2.0OOE-02 3.3388-OI
I.OOE-IO 1.OOE-12 4486 345 O .OOOOO 1.8218-O1 .2fl200 .|8673 3.573E-O8 3.5738-08 _.0008-O2 1.88_E-O1
I.OOE-II 1.OOE-13 5969 459 O .OOOOO 1.3698-O1 .387OO .26024 2.8618-09 2.8618-O9 2.OOOE O2 1,414E-O1
1.OOE-12 1.O08-13 7880 606 O .00000 I.O378-O1 .503OO .33565 2.42_E-IO 2.4248-IO 2.0008-02 1,0688-O1
1.OOE-_3 i.OOE-14 9778 752 O .OOOO0 8,3558-O2 .622OO .41434 2.8298-11 2.8308-!1 2.0OOE-O2 8.5078-O2
INTEGRATION METHOD: ODE
MAXIHUH
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINUN
ABSERB RELERE NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - T|HE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-Oh l.OOE-12 373 186 O .OOOOO 3,3788-01 .09300 .08508 3.090E-O1 3.0838-OI 2.1028-03 5.3828-OI
•OOE-O6 I.OOE-12 609 304 O .OO000 2.O678-O! .146OO .13307 2.939E-O4 3.1678=O4 2,102E-O4 2.|538-O1
.O08-O8 I.O08-12 771 385 O .OOOOO 1.6328-O1 .193OO .17663 1.4728-05 4_,_E-O5 2,1028-05 1.7228-O1
.OOE-|O 1.O08-12 1071 535 O .OOOC3 1.1748-01 .28400 .26126 I.O828-08 1.0988-O8 2,1028-06 1.3788-O1
.OOE-ll I.OOE-13 1501 750 O .OOOOO8.3788-O2 .41200 .38012 4.2258-O9 9.4028-O7 6.6488-O7 8.7138-O2
.OOE-12 1.008-13 1403 701 O .OOOOO 8.9638-02 .384OO ,35420 4,710E-09 8.919E-O7 2.1028-O7 1,I028-O1
.OOE-13 1.OOE-14 2273 1136 O .0OOOO 5.5318-O2 .62OC0 .57|73 5.4198-11 1.4108-06 6.6_88-08 6.9718-O2
IlrrZGRATIOM METHOD: EROGH2
_XINUN
NSTPBd AVERAGE END POIHT GLOBAL MINll/_q4 MAXIMUM
ARSEBB RELEN| NFE NSTPA NSTPB NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ZERO| ERROB STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
l.OOZ-Oh I.OOE-12 397 211 0 .OOOOO 2.978E-O1 .lIIOO .i0257 2.OOIE-O_ 1.978E-O4 1.OOOE=O2 3.2OOE-OI
1.O_E-O6 l.OOE-t2 626 219 O .OOOO0 2.8698-O1 .13700 .12795 1.3098-05 1.2958-05 1.25OE-O3 3.2OOE-O1
I.OOE-O8 i.0OE-12 810 418 0 .OOOOO 1.5038-Oi .25400 .23680 8.O848-O9 8.0748-09 7.813£-O5 1.6OOE-OI
I.OORo10 I.OOE-|2 830 434 O .00OO0 1.4488-OI .268OO .25037 1.1OOE-10 1.0938=10 9,766E-06 1.6OOE-OI
l.OOR-II I.OOE-I] 851 hh2 O .00000 1.4228-01 .27OOO .25193 2.1578-10 2.1458-10 2.441E-O6 1.6OOE-O1
I.OOE-12 1.OOE-13 1628 827 O .OOOOO 7.5988-O2 .512OO .47743 6.OOhE-II 5.9948-11 1.2218-O6 8.OOOE-O2
I.OO[-I3 1.OOE-14 1607 835 0 .OOOOO 7.5258-02 .SOhOO .46987 6.3048-|1 8 6328-07 3.0528oO7 8.OOOE-O2
IwrEGEATIOMMETHOD: EROCR|
HAXIMI.n',I
NSTPB./ AVERAGE [liD poIwr GLOBAL MININU14 HAXIM_
ABSEU UltLEB8 NYE NSTPA NSTP| NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIIG OVRD ERROR EEROB STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
I.OOE-O& 1.008-12 426 220 O .OOOOO 2.8588-OI .14100 .13195 3.7848-O2 3.7368-O2 I.OOOE-02 3.2OOE-O1
I.O0|-06 I.OOE-12 812 411 O .OOOOO 1.5298-O1 .271OO .25376 7.4628-O6 7.424E-06 1.25OE-O3 1.6OOE-O1
I.OOE-O8 I.OOE-12 828 423 "O .OOOO0 1.4858-O! .284OO .26642 4.952E-O6 4.9258-O6 7.8138-05 1.6008-Oi
i.0OE-IO I.OOE-12 1613 818 O .00000 7.6818-O2 .55300 .51874 3.3528-10 3.3418-10 9.7668=O6 8.0OOE-O2
I.OOE-ll I.OOE-I3 1623 825 O .OOOOO 7.616E-O2 ._6800 .53353 6.2238-10 4.2108-10 2.441E-O6 8.OOOE-O2
1.OO[-12 i.OOE-13 1633 829 O .00000 1.5798-O2 .56900 .53432 4.2368-10 4.2358-10 1.2218-O6 B.OOOZ-O_
I.OOE-13 1.OOl-14 2534 1284 O .OOOOO4.8938-O2 .884OO .83019 2.O568-10 8.6328-O7 3.0528-O7 8.OOOE-O2
Table $V.1.2
COllAR Summary' of Statistics for the





NSTPRJ AVERAGE END I'_)IN! _,]'IAL MIM|MLIM MAXIMUM
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR h_TPT STLP SIZE CP - I|ME OVHD ERRL)E ki,L,k SILP SILK STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.50E*01 8.00E+OO 1385 628 0 .O00OO I.O01E-OI .14500 ._1559 1.1748-06 1.1/2E-06 I.O00E-O| 5.000E-01
2.50E+01 8.008*00 1141 502 0 .00000 1.252E-01 .IOlaO .0827/ 8.2088-06 8.1868-0b 1.250E-01 6.250E-01
2.50E+01 8.00E+00 981 418 0.00000 1.503E-0! .I1300 .09217 3.9138-05 3.897E=05 1.500E=01 7.5008-01
2.508+01 8.ODE+00 289 314 O OOO00 2.0OIE-01 .O7950 ,06274 4.1978-04 4 193E-04 2.000E-OR 1.0008 dE O ,0O 6 7 251 0 .00000 5038 , 20 5741 2 249E O3 2.243E-03 ,5 8 1 ,25 E+00
2.508+01 8.OOE+00 627 209 O .0OOO0 3.O06E-O1 .O6350 .O5018 1.0398-02 1.O12E-02 3.OOOE-O| _.5OOE+O0
2.508+01 8.008+00 209 4 0 ,0OO00 0. O.00000 0,O0000 *** METHOD FAILED TO REACH FINAL TIME
INTEGRATION METHOD: KSGFS
HAXIh_dM
NSTFIL/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - lIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.508+01 1.308 628 O .OOOOO I.OOIE-O| .16000 .13082 7.3598-13 2.2228-12 1.OOOE-O1 7.OOOE-OI
2.508+01 1.3OE*01 1135 502 O .0OO00 1.2528-01 .128OO .10390 2.1948-11 2.1898-II 1,2508-01 8.75OF-01
2.508+01 1.308+01 967 418 0 .00000 1.5038-01 ,112OO .09146 1.2248-I0 1.2208-IO I.SOOE-OI I 0508 xE O OE ! 172 3 4 O 2,OO1 .I0400 8760 5 565 09 5 561 09 2 0008 01 1.60OE+00
2.508+O! i.3OE+O! 672 251 O .0OOOO 2.5038-O1 .108OO .09373 9.6808-O8 9.6598-O8 2.5008-O1 1.7508*OO
2.50E+O1 1.308+O1 339 6 O .OOO00 O. 0.00000 O.OO000 *** METHODFAILED TO REACH FINAL TIME
2,50E+O1 1.308+01 554 179 0 .OOO00 3.5108-01 .08000 .06823 1,9728-O6 1.9538-06 3.5008-O1 2.4508+00
INTEGRATION METHOD: SSFSBD
HAXIMUN
NSTP_ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINUM
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
...................................................................................................
2.508+01 I.IOE+01 1356 628 O .00000 I.O018=O1 .14300 ,11620 3.O788-11 3.0768-11 I.OOOE-OI 6.O008-0|
2.5OE+O1 l.lOE+Ol 1104 502 O .00OO0 I.=528-OI .127OO .10355 2.6748-11 2.6708=11 1..508-01 7.5008-O1
2.508+O! 1.10E+01 947 418 O .00000 1.5038-O1 .10900 .08889 4.3958-11 4.3898-11 1.5OOE-O| 9.O008-01
2.508+0! I.IOE+OI 750 314 0 .00000 2.001E-LII .08800 .07207 1.9658-09 1.9688-09 2.0008-01 1,2008*O0
2.508+01 I.IOE+01 646 251 0 .0OOO0 2.5038-O1 .07700 .06328 6.3888-08 4,3868-O8 2.5008-01 1.5008+00
2.508+_L I.IOE+01 573 209 O .00OO0 3.f_068-O1 .07150 .05933 4,8698-O7 4.859E-07 3.0008-01 1.800E*O0
2.508+01 1,IOE+01 524 179 0 .OOOO0 3.5108-01 .O6950 .05837 3.O288-O6 3.0538-O6 3.5OOE-01 2.100E+O0
INTEGRATION NETHOn: SSFSPE
MAXIMLrM
NSTPR] AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERRO| ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.508,01 .IOE*OI 1356 628 O .0OOOO 1.0OIE-01 .14300 .11420 3.O788°11 3.O768-11 I.OOOE-OI 6.OO08-O1
2.508*O1 .IOE*Oi 1104 502 O .O0000 1.2528-O1 .12700 .10355 2.6748-11 2.67OE-11 1.25OE-O1 7.5OOE-O1
2.5OE+O1 .IOE+Oi 947 618 0 .OOOOO 1.5038-O1 .i12OO .09189 4.395E-11 4.3898-11 1.5OOE-O1 9.OO08-01
2.50R*OI .IOE+Oi 750 314 O .OOOOO 2.OO18-O1 .08850 .07257 1.9658-O9 1.9688-O9 2.OOOE-OI 1.20OE+OO
2.5OE+O1 .IOE+O! 646 251 O .0OOOO 2.5038-01 .07950 .06578 4.3888-O8 4.3868-08 2.5OOE-OI 1.5008+OO
2.508+O1 .IOE*Oi 573 209 O .OOOOO 3.OO68-O1 .071OO .05883 4.8698°O7 4.8598-07 3.OOOE-OI 1.8008+OO
2.5OE*O1 .lOE+OI 524 179 0 .00OO0 3.51OE-O1 .O69OO .05787 3.O288-O6 3.0538-06 3.5OOE-O1 2.1OO[*OO
Table IV.I.2
COHPAR Summary of Statistics for the




: IV.1.2i. Figures IV.1.2j through IV.1.2m show the efficiency curves
: for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFFgD and SSFSFE relative to those of RK(7)8 and
RKN?(8). To illustrate the efficiency curves, the integration interval
was taken to be from 0.0 to 207. A summary of these results are given
in Table IV.].2.
IV.I.3 Elliptic Problem o__fTwo Bodies
The elliptic problem of two bodies is modeled in two dimen-
sions by the set of first-order differential equations
dx I dx3 x 1
: X3 dt - r 3
dx2 dx4 x2
: x4 : -
r
or by the set of second-order differential equations
d2Xl x I d2x2 x2
dt 2 _ - 7 dt2 r3
2 2 2
where r : xI 2 . The analytic solution of this problem may be
written in terms of the eccentricity, e , of the orbit as
xl(t) : cos u
x2(t) = (1-e2) 1/2 sin u
x3(t) = -sin u/(1-e cos u)
x4(t) = (1-e2) 1/2 cos u/(1-e cos u)




H : u- e sin ui
and M=t . The eceentrleity was chosen to be equal to 0.6, and the
inltial conditions were
xi(0):0.4, x2(O)=O.O, x3(O)=O.o and x4(0)=2.0 .
Figure IV.1.2a shows the eccentric two-body orbit relative to the cir-
cular two-body orbit.
In order to determine the optimum order t'or ABFS, KSGFS,
SSFSBD and SSFSFE, the final time of the integration intervals examined
were the same as those used in the circular two-body problem, i.e., 2_,
12_ and 20_. However, due to the relatively large eccentricity of the
orbit, the range of stepsize examined was from 0.001 to 0.025, about
one-tenth of the values used for the circular two-body problem. The
optimum orders were determined to be 12 for ABFS, 12 for KSGFS and 14
for SSFSBD and SSFSFE.
The efficiency curves for the variable-step integrators are
shown in Figures IV.1.3a through IV. 1.3d. The efficiency curves for
ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE relative to those for ODE, KROGH1 and
KROGH2 are shown in Figures IV.1.3e through IV.l.3h. Figures IV.2.3i
through IV.2.31 show the efficiency curves for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and
SSFSFE relative to those of RK(7)8 and RKN7(8). The integration inter-
val used to illustrate the efficiency curves was taken to be from 0.0
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NSTPR/ AVEPACE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXIMON
_BCLRR RELERR NFE NS_PA NSTPR NSTPT STL[ SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
....................................................................................................
.OOE-O& I.OOE-12 I17 7 3 .22.22 6.967E-01 0.00000 0.00000 *** RETNOD FAILED TO REACH FINAL Tl_
.00E-06 1.00E-12 2146 121 44 .26667 5.193E-01 .20500 .16247 1.741E-01 1.241E-01 2.000E-02 1.36qE+O0
.OOE-O_ l.OOE-12 3173 189 55 .225_1 3.32_E-01 .29500 .23212 1.670E-03 1.670E-O3 2.O00E-02 7.985E-01
.OOE-10 I.OOE-I2 4005 30_ 7 .02273 2.087E-01 .37500 .29563 1.410E-05 1.410E-05 2.000E-02 4.515E-01
.OOE-II I.OOE°I3 5214 401 0 .00000 1.567E-0I .49000 .38668 1.421E-06 1.421E-06 2.000E-02 3.391E-01
.OOE-I2 I.OOE-12 6956 535 0.0bDO0 1.174E-0I .66100 .52316 1.197E-07 1.197E-07 1.66JE-02 2.544E-01
.OOE-13 1.00_-14 9283 714 0.00bO0 _.800E-02 .86100 .67704 9.639E-09 9.639E-09 1.23IE-02 1.909E-Ol
INTEGRATION METHOD: RK(7)8
MAXIMUM
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL HINIHUM HAXIMUN
ABSERR RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTFT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD ERRON ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-04 1.00E-12 1792 Ill 29 .20714 5.661E-01 .I0000 .06449 2.087E°0I 2.087E-01 2.000E-02 1.771E Ð00 6 285 163 61 7232 3 855 77 120 8 4 506 - 3 4 506 3 I _97 X= 8 l OO 4597 2 4 97 6870 2,380 284 9 9290 3 36I 5 3,361 5 , 6,642E-0I
OOE-IO I.OOE-12 75;_ 450 144 .24242 1,396E-01 .4690L .31881 1.864E-07 1,864_-07 2.000E-02 3.783E-01
.OOE-II 1.00E-13 8854 584 105 .15239 1,076E°01 .56300 .38754 7.766E-09 7.766E-09 2.000E-02 2,843E-01
.00E-12 l.OOE-13 9778 752 0 .00000 8.355E-02 .61600 .42223 3.751E-09 3.151E-09 1.681E-02 2.171E-Ol
.00E-13 I.OOE-14 12000 922 I .00108 6.815E-02 .75800 .52020 4.842E-10 4.842E-I0 1.210E-(_, 1.805E-01
INTEGRATION METHOD: ODE
MAXINIJM
NSTPR_ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXINb_
ABSERR RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
......................................................................................................
.00E-04 l.OOE-12 1152 558 0 .O0000 1.126E-0l .321OO .29817 1.736E+00 2.508E+00 9.759E-O4 4.997E-O1
.00E-06 I.OOE-12 1776 870 0 .00000 7,222E-02 .51400 .47881 1.996E-02 1.996E-02 9,759E-05 2,599E-01
.00E-08 l.OOE-12 2644 1304 0 .00000 4,81SE-02 .78700 ,73461 1.820E-04 1.819E-04 9.759E~06 1,837E-01
.00E-10 1.00E-12 3666 1819 0 .00000 3,4547-02 1.10100 1,02835 6.909E-07 6.40_E-06 9.759E-07 9.533E-02
.00E-II I.OOE-13 4374 2175 0 .00000 2,889E=02 1.31100 1,22432 3.779E-08 6.076E-_5 3.086E-07 8.27_E-02
.OOE-12 1.00E-13 5462 2720 0 .00000 2.310E-02 1.64700 1,53876 1.172E-09 4.483E-06 9.759E_08 7.460E-02
.00E-13 1.00E-14 7055 3522 0 .00000 1,784E-02 2.05800 1,91819 2.448E-09 6.278E-06 3.086E~08 6-671E°02
IhTEGRATION HETHOD: KROGH2
HAXDfl_
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL NININUN HAXIN[_
ABSERR r_LERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
................................................................................................
.OOE-04 l.ObL-12 1699 844 0 .00000 1,445E-02 ,51200 .47833 l.O41E-Ol 1.041E-01 2.500E-03 3.20OE-01
.ODE-06 1.00E-12 2429 1214 0 .00000 5.17bE-02 .73800 .68987 1.938E-04 1.917E-04 1.563E-04 1.600E-01
.00E-08 1.00E-12 3461 1723 0 .00000 3.647E-02 1.07100 1.00242 1.179E=05 1.179E-05 1.953E-05 1.600E-01
.OOE-10 1.00E-12 4400 2197 0 .00000 2.860E-02 1.38300 1.29581 5.119E-08 5.109E-08 2.4412-06 8,000E-02
.OOE-[l 1.00E-13 4976 2496 0 .00000 2.517E-02 1.56400 1.4 39 1.319_b8 4.005E-06 6.104E-07 8.000E-02
.OOE-12 1.00E-13 6339 3162 0 .00000 1,987E-02 1.99800 1.83238 5.318E-10 4.005E-06 1.526E-07 8.000E-02
.00E-13 1.00E-16 7442 3712 0 .00000 1,693E-02 2.32300 2.17553 1.489E-10 4.005E-06 7,629E-08 8.000E-02
INTEGRATIOh NETHOD: KROGRI
NAX I_M
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL NININUN NAXIMUM
ABSERR RELERR NFE Nt rP_ NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TII_ OVHD ERRON ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SiZE
.....................................................................................................
1.00E-04 .00E-12 1729 849 0 .00000 1.401£-02 .58700 .55274 2.125E-01 2,133E-01 1.250E-03 3,200E-01
I.OOE-06 .OOE-12 2448 1213 0 .00000 $.180E-02 .83600 .78749 1.489B-03 I.&77E-03 1.563E-04 1,600E-01
1.00E-08 .OOE-12 3624 1810 0 ,00000 3.h71E-02 1.26500 1.19318 1.624£-05 1,624E-05 1,953B-05 1,600R-Ol
1.00E-10 .00E-12 4427 2206 0 .00000 2.848E 'J2 1.51100 1.48327 1.114E-07 1.I12E-07 2.441[-06 8,000E-02
I.OOE-II .OOE-13 5104 2544 0 .00000 2.hTv_02 1.83100 1.72986 3.100E-09 4.005E-06 6.104E-07 8.000£-02
1.00E-12 .OOE-13 6588 3286 0 .00000 1.912_-02 2.35900 2.22845 4.053E-I0 4.005[-06 1.526[-07 8,000[-02
1.00E-13 .OOE-I4 8249 4124 0 .00000 1.524R-02 2.89500 2.7315_ 1.722[-10 4.005E-06 7.629[-08 &,000£-02
/
Table IV.l.3
CO_{PAR Summary of Statistics for the
Eccentric Two Body Problem
1981013538-070
66
INII*._ATI()N MI' I'|IOD ABFS
,qAY.I HUH
N', rPR/ AVE"RA(:F END POINT t;t ORAL RINIHUH NA.X1_VH
ITER ORDEP NFE NSI'PA NSTt'K fl'_TPT STEP SILE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP blZE
..........................................................................................
2.',O_.OI 1.2OF+OI 11_897 8376 0.00000 7.5OIE-O3 1.958OO 1.52316 ].IIOE-il 4.O926-1! 7.5OOE-O3 5.15OE-O. '_
2.Stlt'.OI 1.2OE*O1 11721 6182 0 .OOOOO I.OOOE-02 1.,_8-,OO 1.13191 5.6/.IE-10 5 5526-10 1.OOOEOO2 7.OOPE-Ol
/.'_OF.OI I,IOE*OI IO21q 5025 0.000GO 1.2',06-02 1.167OO .q_,_50 1.3256-O8 I._276-O8 I 25OE-O2 8,15OE-O2
2,501",OI 1,205,OI 8513 /.187 O .OOOOO 1.5OIE-02 .98000 .g1071 1.2436-O7 1.21416-O7 I .5OOE-02 I.OSOE-OI
2.50E+01 1.10E*OI 5461 3140 0 .00000 2.001E-02 .74700 .61Bq7 _,.065E-0_ 6.035E-05 2 O00E-O/ 1.4OOE-OI
2 5O/oOl 1 I06*01 5217 251. '_ 0 .00000 2.5016-02 .50900 .50',51 6._556-05 6.5_,56-05 2.5006-02 1.7506-01
INTF_,RAI'ION METHOD' KSt:PS
NAX I tilth
NSTPIId AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAl. Ml NIHLIN NAX I NIrN
II'ER ORDER NEE NSI'PA RSTPR NSTPT STEP t;IZE CP - TLNE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SILt" STEP SIZE
.............................................................................................
2.50[*01 I._OE',OI 15885 8375 0 .00000 7.5016-03 1.98700 |.55238 9.5356-11 q.6lqE-ll 7.500._-03 7.5006-02
2,5OF*O1 I.OOE*OI 12717 5282 O .OOOOO I.OOOE-O2 1 .51]OO I .ZhOq9 7.6"_9E-IO 7.6556-10 I .OBOE 02 I.OOOE-OI
2.5OF+O| I.OOE.OI 102_.}_ 502'!. O .OOOOO 1.25OE-O2 I 211OO 1.OO881 7.5776-lO 7.Sfl/.E-IO 1.25OE-O2 1.25()E-O1
2.50F+OI 1 ,',)OE*OI 8545 /+187 O .OOOOO 1.5OLE-O1 I .OI8OO .8/.855 1./.88E-O9 1.4F2E-O _, I ._OOE-O2 I ,5006-OI
2.501"*O1 1.9OE*OI 5471 31_O O .ooOOO 2.OOIE-02 .7Q8OO .55'-}17 6.45_E-O8 6.671F OB 2.OOOE-O2 2.OOOE-OI
2,501'*01 l,'_OE¢OI 5215 2512 0 ,O0000 2.501E-02 63500 .5"t156 3.808E-07 1.9756-07 2.5006-02 2,500E-Oi
I NTit t.RAT ION HI' T/IOD SSI" SBD
MAX I NUN
NSTPIL] AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL HINIHUN N3k11,INUN
ITEIt ORDER NEE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD PRRO| ERROR STEP SJZE STEP SIZE
.................................................................................................
2.'_OE*OI I.J¢OE*OI 15851 8375 O .OOOOO 7.t, OIE-O3 1.19600 1.46207 4.175F-11 4.3076-11 7.5OOE-O3 6.OOOE-O2
2.5OE,O1 I._OE¢OI 12677 6282 O .OOOOO 1.OOOE-O2 i.372OO 1.121.'¢ 6.6156-11 6._66E-II I.OOOE-O2 8.OOOE-O2
2,_,06¢O1 1.401",O1 IO1_3 5025 O ,OOOOO |.25OE-O2 1.O9200 .80050 /_.IIlE-II 6.2956-11 I .25OE-O2 l.OOOE-O|
2.'_OE*Oi 1.606*01 8_,87 /.187 0 .00000 I.SOIE-02 .QO/.O0 .71582 1.20/.E-I0 I.IO'IE-IO 1.5006o02 1.2006-01
2.501.O1 I,/.OF*OI 6/,07 31&O 0 .00000 2.OO16-02 .59500 .'_bqO/. 2.8276-0q 4.7826-0q 2.O006-02 1,600[-01
2.'_06,OI 1.6OE*OI 51_1 2512 O .OOOOO 2.5OIE-02 .5_qO0 .,_66q'_ 4.58/.E-O8 I .O256-O7 2.5OOE-O2 2,OOOE-OI
INTE(,RAT ION HE I'H¢.)D S SI"SFE
MAX I NUN
R3TPNJ AVE RACE END POINT GLOBAL MI NIN|IN NAX I NIIN
1TEE ORDPR NEE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP Slit
....................................................................................................
2.5OE+O| I./.OE+OI lh851 8175 0 .OOOOO 7.5OIE-O3 1.7q|O0 I,_,5107 _,.1766-11 /..3076-|| '.50OE-O_ 6,000E-02
2.%0e*O1 I,/.OE+OI 12677 6282 0 .000OO I.OO06-02 1.359OO 1.1077_ 5./.156-|1 5.45/.E-11 1.O006-02 8,0OOE-02
2.506*01 I./.OE*OI 10161 502% 0 .O0000 1.2506°02 I.OqjO0 .8ql60 4.1316-11 #.2qSE-II 1 .2506-02 I,OOOE-OI
2.506*OI l./.OZ¢OI 8487 4187 O .O0000 I.'_016-02 .qlTO0 .76882 1.20/.E-10 i.3036-10 1.50OE-02 1.2OOE-01
2.5OE.O1 i._OE,OI 6407 31/.O 0.00000 2.OO16-O2 .SqqOO .57204 2.8216-Oq 4.7816-Oq 2.OOOE-O2 1.6OOE-OI
2.5OE+O1 I,/_OE*OI _1_,1 2512 O .OOOOO 2.MHE-O2 .55qOO .t_56'.13 4.58/.E-O8 I.O256°O7 2.5OOE-O2 2.OOOE-OI
Table IV.l.3
COHPARSummary of Statistics for the
Eccentric Two Body Problem
1981013538-071
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IV I a Euler Ri_id-B,_dv Proble1,_
The Euler equ:,tions o£ motion for a rt_',id body w:thout exter-
nal forces may be written as
dx I dx 2 dx_
,Jr-- = x2x3 ' -a_ : -xlx3 ' -tit=- : -'51xlx2
(tx 1 dxd dx
By defining x4 : d-_ ' x5 : dt and x6 : dr- ' the original set of
three first-order ordinary differential equations may be extended to
six equations. The new set of six differential equations may be writ-
ten in two forms. The first form is given by the set of first-order
differential equations
dx 4
dx1=dt x2x3 ......dt x1(x_ + .51x_)
dx 2 dx 5
dx3 -.51x dx6 2 2dt " lX2 -dr : -'51x3(x2-xl)
or the equivalent set of second-order differential equations
d2Xl _ _Xl(X_ + .51x22)dt '_
d2x2 2 2
-x2(x 3 .51x 1)dt2 -
d2x 3 , 2 2
: -.51x3_x 2 - xI) .dt 2
1981013538-072
6_
The second form is given by the set. of first-order differential equa-
tions
dx 1 dx 4
----dt = x4 _dt = XsX3 + x6x2
dx 2 dx 5
dt- = x5 _- = -(x4x3 + XlX6)
dx 3 dx 6
--dr = x6 ----dt = -'51(x4x2 + xsXl)
or the equivalent set of second-order differential equations
d2Xl
dt 2 - XsX 3 + x6x 2
d2x2
dt 2 - -(x4x 3 + XlX 6)
d2x3
- -.51(x4x 2 + x5x 1)dt 2
By expanding the state from three to six elements, the right-hand side
of the differential equations may be written as a function of x I, x2
and x3 or of xI, x2, x3, x4, x5 or x6. The "lytlc solutions are
given by the Jacobian elliptic functions
x1(t) = sn(t:.51) x4Ct) = cn(t:.51)dn(t_.51)
x2(t) = cn(tl.51) x5(t) = -sn(t:.51)dn(tl.51)
g x3(t) = dn(t:.51) x6(t) = -.51 sn(t:.51)cn(tl.51)
.r







x4(O) = 1.P, x (0) : 0.0 and x6(O) : 0.0. The Jacobian elliptic func-
; tions are Feriolic. The functions sn(tl.51) and cn(tl.51) have a
quarter-period of K and dn(tt.51) has a half-period of k where
K : 1.86264080233273855203... The functions sn(tl.51),cn(tl.51) and
dn(tl.51) are shown fn Figure IV.1.4a. The integration interval was
taken to be from O.0 to BK.
To obtain the efficiency curves for the fixed-step/fixed-
order integrators, the stepsize was varied from 0.03 to 0.10. The
optimum orders for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE were 11, 16, 14 and
14 for the first form of the differential equations and 11, 11, 10 and
10 for the second form of the differential equations.
The efficiency curves presented in Figures IV.1.4b through y
are for an integration interval from O.0 to 8K. The efficiency curves
for solving the first form of the differential equations are shown in
Figures IV.1.4b through IV.1.4m. Figures IV.1.4b through IV.1.4e show
the efficiency curves for the variable-step integrators. Figures
IV. 1.4f through IV.1.41 show the efficiency curves of ABFS, KSGFS,
SSFSBD and SSFSFE relative to those for ODE, KROGHI and KROGH2. Fig-
ures IV.I.4J through IV.1.4m show the efficiency curves of ABFS, KSGFS,
SSFSBD and SSFSFE relative to those for RK7(8) and RKNT(8). Slmllar
eomparlsons for the solution of the second form of the dlfferentlal
equations are ahown in Figures IV.1.4n through IV.1.4y. The results of
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lh].L,,g_ll_sh _' Hq + k,_ ?LBI
MAX IMUM
N'_IPR AVF RACtr END POINT CLOflAL MINIMUM M/IX IML_
A_._RK RFI_R_ NFE NS1PA NSIPE ,_:,il i _:_i' bl2E t'1" - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZF
.................................................................................
l.L)Og-04 I.OOE-12 196 14 I ,Obfl6? 10b_E*O0 ,07100 .01674 5.173E-01 5.1736-01 2.O002-O2 1.5486*00
I OOE-06 I .O06-12 287 22 O .OO000 b.7736-O1 .03250 .02626 3.6196-03 3,4196-03 2.00OE-O2 9.I,'IE-OI
1.OOF-O8 I .OUE'I2 /J82 37 0 .!_O,)OO 4.0276-01 .OSbOO .0_55_ 4.80_E-06 _.804E-O6 2.O00E-O2 5.3]7E'01
100E=lO I .O06-12 _66 65 O .OO000 7.2926-OI .OS800 ,O6960 5.3926-08 5,392E-08 2.OOOE-O2 3.019E'Ot
1.00_-11 I.OOE-I3 1093 84 0 .00000 I.//4E+L_I .11100 .08723 5.1206-09 5.1206-09 2.000E-02 2.2616+01
1.006-12 1.006-13 1_57 112 0.000OO 1.3302-01 .15NO0 .12631 4.179E-10 4.779E-|0 2.0006-02 1.6qOE-OI
1.006-13 I.OOF-14 1925 148 0 .00000 I.OOIE-OI .21700 .17514 4.1606-11 4.160E-11 2.000E-02 1.272E-01
INTEt,RArlO_ M_ HIOD RE( 7 )S
NAX INUN
+ NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLORAL HI NIHtlM MAXI MI_
A_SERR REI.ERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP S,ZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP bl2E STEP SIZE
...................................................................................................
I.OOE-O4 I.OOE-12 232 15 3 16667 9.93,,,E-O1 .01833 .01329 2,993E-O3 2.993E-03 2.OOOE-P2 1.63aE-'OO
1.00E-06 1.00E-12 360 23 5 17857 6.419E-01 .02550 .01167 6.9686-06 6.q_8[-06 2.000E-02 9.30_,E-01
I.OOE-OE 1.006-12 553 36 7 16279 4.1396-01 04067 .02_66 5.996E-08 5.99,_E-08 2.000E-02 6.003E-0|
I.OOE-IO 1.006-12 852 59 7 10606 2.526E-01 .06600 .04147 7.220E-10 1.2206-10 2.000E-02 3.7_qE-01
I.OOE-il I.OOE-13 1135 71 I1 12"_00 1.935E-01 .081',0 .06282 8.914E-11 8.9146-11 2.0006-02 3.026E-01
I.OOP-12 1,006-13 lh21 99 Ii I0000 1.505Z-01 .10',00 .O/hlO 1.285E-II 1.285E-I1 2.000E-02 2.3956-01
l.t)oE-13 I.OOE-I_ 1747 125 10 .071,07 1.1926-01 .13800 .10001 2.1466-12 2.11.6E-12 2.000Z-02 1.9816-01
INT['bRATION M_,THOD ODE
MAX I MUM
NSTPR/ AVE RA_E END POINT GLOBAL MI NINUN _ 1MInq
AI_SERR RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP ~ TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
I.OOE-O_ .006=12 !13 86 0 .00000 I./33E-01 .05_00 .05024, 1.1706-06 1.185E-06. 2,0396-0.1 2.6106-01
I.OOE-Ob .00E-12 ]11 155 0 .00000 9.6146-02 .Oq_O0 .01724 4.464E-07 4.865E-07 2.039E-04, 1.0441-01
I.OOF-08 .OOE-12 601 700 0 .00000 7.4',1E-02 .12900 .1202B b.723E-09 7.4086-09 2.0396-05 8.'152E-02
1.00£-I0 00E-12 %59 2;9 0.000t)0 5._416-02 .17600 .16384 3.2696-11 4.0016-11 2.03qE~06 6.681E-02
1.00E-11 .00E-13 105 IS2 0 .00000 ].qOIE-02 .2'_/00 .2_030 4.3096-12 9.b936-07 6._48Z-0/ 4.2266-02
I Or)F-12 .00E-13 191 ]q'_ 0.000OO 3.2/2E-02 .27400 ,_%680 "_.198E-12 9.1qbE-Ol 2.03qE-07 5.3456-02
1.00E-13 .OOE=14 1055 527 0 .00000 2.8286-02 .15000 ._2706 6.548E-12 1.4",46-06 6.4486-O8 3.1806-02
I N/I"_;KA'I I ON METHOD gNCJGH2
HAX I MUll
NSTPIL/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MININUN MA.XI NUN
AI_SERR RELERR NFg NSTPA NSrPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVND ERNOR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SI_E
..................................................................................................
I.OOE-O_, .006-12 265 13k 0 .00000 I.II26-01 .09_,00 .ORq6, 2.6BIE-03 2.6816-03 !.0006-02 1"6006-01
I.OOE-0b .0OE-12 382 196 0 .O0000 1.6036-O2 .14_00 .13669 9.4126-O6 9.2166-06 6.2506-O4 1.6006-01
1.0OE-08 .OOE-12 523 272 0 .O0000 5.6/RE-02 .20800 .*0663 2.11/E-OI 2.1176=07 1.8136-O5 8.OOOE-O2
I.OOE-10 .OOE-I2 105 368 0.0000O 6.O_qE-02 .772OO .25667 7._266-09 7.380E-O9 9.1666-O6 E.OOOE*02
I OOE-II .OOE-I3 773 409 0 .OO000 3.6436-02 .30200 .28519 1.4376*12 I._296-12 2.6416-O6 6.0OOR-O2
I.OOE-|2 .0OE-13 BIB 422 0 .O00OO 3.5316-02 .319OO .30121 7.159E-I1 9.1766-01 6.10_E-O7 4.000E-02
I.OOE-13 .0OE+14 |50? 721 0 .00OO0 1.9336-02 .51800 .5_51B 1.1766-11 9.1766-07 3.0526-07 _.OOOE-O2
INTE,_KATION METHOD: RRtK;HI
NAX INUN
NSTPI_ AVERAGE END POINT GLORAL MINIMUM MAXIMUM
ABSERR REI.ERR NPE NSTPA NSTPN NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVND ERROR ERROd STEP SIZE STEP SIZ Ir
.....................................................................................................
I.OOE-04 1.OOE-12 28t 146 0 .00000 1.0156-01 .12tOO .il782 2.5486-0_ 3.k796-05 1.0006-02 1.6OOE-OI
1.0'_Z-06 I.OO1[-12 ]8k 201 0 .00000 1.4136-O2 .17500 .1666_ 3.5096-07 4.O69E-07 6."_OE-0_ 1.6OOE*01
I.OOE-08 I.OOE-12 531 269 0 .00000 _.5396-02 .2_.2OO .23045 1._,306-09 1.555E-09 7 36-05 8.OOOE-O2
I.OOE=IO I.OOE-12 132 371 0 .OOOOO 4.016Z-02 .33500 .3190B 7.37_'E I0 I.'!676-10 9./66E-06 8.00OE-O2
I.OOE-ll I.OOE-13 79k, _0_ 0 .OO000 3.610[-02 .31500 .3_773 _.5796-12 4.5526-12 2.461E-O6 4.0OOE-O2
i.OOl_-12 1.0OE-13 1406 714 0 .OO000 2.087E-O2 .65500 .62662 3.4706-12 q.116E*07 6.10_E-07 4.OOOE-O2
1.00E-13 I.OOE-14 1542 183 0 .OOOOO 1.9036-02 .70200 .66867 1.1826-12 9.1166-07 3.0"26-01 2.OOOE-O2
Table IV.1.AA
COIffI'ARSummary of Statistics for the




C [Nr_.KATION HETHOD" AEFS
KA.XIHUN
NSTPRJ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAXI_
L ITER ORDER _FE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TINE OVHD ERROB ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
......................................................................................................
2._OE+0! I.|PE+OI 1116 496 0 .0OO00 3.004E-O2 .16800 .I4377 1.67OE-13 2 560E-13 3.O006-O2 1.8OOE-OI
2.5OE+01 1.10E+O| 888 372 O .OOOOO _.0066-02 .12800 .10869 6.6156-I3 7.190E-13 4.OO06-O2 2.4OOE-O1
2._06+01 l.lOE+OI 740 298 O .0OOO0 5.0OOE-O2 .12500 .IO891 5.53OE 12 6.12IE-12 5.OO06-O2 3.O00E-OI
2.50E+01 I.IOE+01 640 248 0 .00000 6.0096-O2 .09600 .08208 3.4036-11 3.5276-|| 6.OOOE-O2 3.6006-O1
2.5OE+01 I.IOE*O| 579 212 0 .OOOOO 7.0296-02 .09550 .O8291 3.62OE-IO 3.2346o10 7.OOOE-O2 &.2OOE-OI
2.5OE*01 I.IOE*OI 527 186 0 .0OOO0 8.0116-O2 .O7750 .06604 1.385E-09 1.471E-O9 8.O00E-O2 4.800E-OI
2._OE+01 I.IOE+OI 496 165 0 .00000 9.0316-O2 .O79OO .O6821 5.7246-O9 5.4216-O9 9.OOOE-02 5.4006-O1
2-5OE*01 I.IOE+OI _6_ 149 O .OO000 1.OO06-0| .079OO .0689| 3.1856-OB 3.090E-Og I.OOOE-OI 6.OOOE-O1
INTEGRATION HETHOD: KSGFS
NAXDfu'H
NSTPB./ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MININUN MAXlNUIq
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIMOE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
....................................................................................................
2.506,0I .6OE  T 1119495 0 .00000 3.O106-02 .196OO .17|66 1.9_E-II 1.9296-11 3.O006-O2 2.7OOE-01
2.506*01 .60EvOI 871 371 0 ,OOOO0 4.016E-02 .156OO .13,06 1.1916-II 1.199E-1| _.0OOE-02 3.60OE-OI
2.5OE+01 .60E*01 739 297 O .OOOOO 5.0126-O2 .16600 .127q3 6.1356-11 _.1286-11 5.O006-O2 6.5OOE-01
2.506*01 .60E+O1 63_ 247 O .O0000 6.O336-O2 .125OO .1|110 2.I8OE-!1 2.1766-1| 6.00OE-02 5.40OE-01
2.506+01 .60E+O| 583 211 0 .O0000 7.O62E-O2 .|28OO .11532 3.0326-10 2.9906-10 7.O006-02 6.3006-Oi
2.506*01 .60E+OI 515 185 0 .00000 8.055E-02 .112OO .IO080 2.666E-O9 _.6386-09 8.O00E-02 7.2OOE-O1
2._OE*OI .60E+01 505 16_ 0 .0OOOO 9,086E-02 .112OO .IO102 1.491E-08 1.4686-08 9.OO06-O2 8.1OOE-OI
2.5UE+01 .60C*01 457 168 O .O0000 1.O07E-01 .11500 .IO506 5.9_36-08 5.88OE-O8 I.O00E-O! 9.OOOE-OI
INTEGKATION _ "THOO: SSFSBD
HAXINUI'I
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL NINIMUH MAX1NUH
ITER ORDER NEE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIH[ OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.506+01 .406+01 108e _95 O .00000 3.01OE-02 .173OO .14932 5.5266-12 5.5296-12 3.OO06-O2 2.4006-O1
2.5OE+0| ._OE,OI 85S 371 0 .00000 4.O16E-O2 .14300 .124_I 6.7806-12 6.7896-12 4.OOOE-O2 3.2OOE-O1
2.5OE+01 .40E*OI 72l 297 O .O0000 5.0176-02 ,11300 .O9732 7.1456-12 7.221E-12 5.0006-O2 4.OOOE-01
2.5OE+01 ._OE*0I 621 2_7 O .OOO00 6.033_-02 .IO150 .O8799 5.2546-12 5.887E-12 6.O006-O2 4.8006-OI
2.5OE+O1 .406*0| 549 211 0 .00000 7.0626-02 .09650 .08456 6.01OE-12 1.6796-II 7.O006-O2 5.6OOE-OI
2.5OE+01 ._OE*OI 497 185 O .O0000 8.055E-02 .08850 .O7769 1.3396o11 1.2826-10 8.OOOE-O2 6.tOOE-OI
2.5OE+01 ._06+01 _69 164 O .OO000 9.0866-02 ,O8650 .O7630 1.935E-IO 7.6696-10 9.O006-O2 7.2006-OI
2.5OE+01 ._OE+O! 437 148 0 .000OO I.O07E-OI ,08600 .O7650 1.231E-O9 3.8286-O9 I.O00E-OI 8.OOOE-O|
INTEGRATION METHOD: SSFSFR
NAXIHUN
NSTPIL] AVEIUGR END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINUM
I TEE ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPN NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TII_ OVHD ERROI ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2,5OE+0I 1.4OE*OI 1089 _95 0 .OO000 3.O|06-02 .160OO .13632 5.5266-12 5.5296-12 3.0006-02 2.40OE-OI
2._OE+0| I._OE*01 855 371 0 .00000 4.0166-02 .14400 .1254! 6._8OE-12 6.789E-12 4.O006-O2 3.20OE-O1
2.506+01 1.40E+OI 721 297 0 .OOOOO 5.0176-02 .112OO .O9632 7.1456-12 7.2216-12 5.O006-02 4.0OOE-OI
2.5OE+01 I 4OE+91 621 247 O .OOO00 6.O_]E-O2 .104OO .O9049 5.2546-12 5.8876o12 6.O006-O2 4.SOOE-OI
2.506+01 l.hOE*OI 549 211 0 .bOO00 7.0o26-O2 .08850 .O7656 6.01OE-12 1.6796-1| 7.O006-O2 5.6006-O1
2,5OE*O1 1.40E+OI 497 185 0 .OOOOO 8.0556-02 .O8OOO .O6919 1.3396-1| 1.2826-I0 8.OOOE-O2 6.kOOE-O|
2.5OE*01 |.4OE_OI 469 164 O .O00OO 9.O866-O2 .O85_0 .07530 1.935E-10 7.6696-10 q.OOOE-O2 ;.2OOE-OI
2,50E*01 |.&OE*OI 437 148 0 .00000 1.OO76-O1 .08050 .07100 1.231E-O9 3.8286-O9 I.O00R-Ol 8.O00E-OI
Table IV.I.4A
CO_AR Sugary of Statistics for the
Euler Rigid Body Problem F-F(T,Y)
1981013538-089
85
INTFCRATICN MLTHOD _F_ 7_B_
MAX IHUM
NSTP_ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM MAX IHUM
ABSERR RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD LNNOR ERROR STEP STIR STEP S!ZL
.....................................................................................................
i.OOE-O4 .OOE-12 287 19 3 .13636 7.843E-OI .03OO0 .02_5E 1.912E-03 1.912E-03 2.OOOE-02 1.20_E,OO
I.OOE-O6 .OOE-12 443 31 3 .0882G 4.807E-O1 .051"_3 .O429_ 4.6_9E-06 t*.649E-O6 2.O00E-O2 6.405E-O!
l.OOE-08 .DOE-12 664 50 I .01961 2.980E-O1 .Oil00 .O6443 6.O91E-07 6.091E-O7 2.000E-02 4.531E-01
I.OOE-IO .DOE-12 1106 85 0 .00000 1.753E-O| .l_s600 .08505 3.067E-09 3.O67E-09 2.OOOE-O2 2.791E-O1
I.OOE-II .OOE-13 U,57 112 O .OOOOO 1.330E-01 .15400 .12641 9.75L, E-XI 9./5:,E-II 2.O00E-O2 2.lit, E-Of
I.OOE-12 .OOE-13 1q25 148 0 .OO000 I.OO/E-OI .19900 .16254 9.SBbE-12 9.586E-12 2.O00E-O2 1.58L*E-OI
I.OOE-13 .OOE-14 2562 197 0 .OO000 7.56_E-O2 .26900 .220_8 8.508E-13 8.508E-13 2.OOOE-'_2 1.188E-Oi
INTEGRATION METHOD: MR(7)8
HAIl MLIH
NSTPR/ AVEPAGE END FOINT GLOBAL HI NIMUH MA.XIMLTH
ABSERS RELERS NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZR CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
l.OOE-O4 I,OOE-12 282 17 5 .22727 8,765E-O1 .02240 .O1706 1,399E-03 1,399E-O3 2.OOOE-O2 1,192E*OO
i,OOE-06 I.UOE-|2 362 25 3 .IO7|4 5.96OE-O1 .02750 .O2OO& 4,376E-05 4,376E-O5 2.OOOE-O2 7.7/OE-O1
1.OOE-08 I.OOE-12 631 42 7 .1_,286 3,548E-O1 .052OO ,Ot*OO5 1.599E-O7 1,599E-O7 2.OOOE-O2 4.67OE-OI
I.OOE-10 I.OOE-12 995 70 7 .OqOql 2.12qE-O1 .O7950 .O6066 1.435E-O9 1.435E-O9 2.OOOE-O2 2.8_,5E-O1
1.00E-|1 I.OOE-13 1270 92 6 .O6122 1.62OE-O1 .09650 .O724T 1.848E-IO 1.8t*SE-IO 2.r)OOE-O2 2.197r.-O1
i,OOE-12 I.OOE-13 1610 120 4 .O3226 1.242E-O! .12500 .O9451 2.5_1E-11 2,551E-II 2.OOOE-O2 1.710E-OI
I.OOE-13 I.OOE-14 1952 150 0 ,00000 9.93t*E-O2 .14500 .10803 3_73OE-12 3,730E-12 2.OOOE-02 1.339E-01
INTEGRATION METHOD: ODE
NAIl MUN
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXI MUN
AIISERR RELERR NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERROS STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-04 I.OOE-12 175 87 O .OO000 1.713E-O| .05650 .O5319 7.06IE-Oh 6,772E-O4 2.O3qE-O3 2.6ION-Of
.OOE-Ob 1.0_.E-12 311 155 0 .OO000 q.EI-*E-O2 .O95OO .O8911 1.903E-O5 1.897E-O5 2.O39E=04 1.044E-O1
OOE=08 I.OOE-12 437 218 0 .O0000 6.835E-02 .138OO .12972 6.82qE-O8 6.807E-O8 2.O3qE-05 B.352E-O2
.OOE-IO I.OOE=I2 595 297 0 .OO000 5.017E-O2 .188OO .L7673 1.006E-O9 I.OIOE-O9 2.O39E-06 6.681E-O2
.OOE=II I.OOE-13 769 381, 0 .OO000 3.881E-O2 .23900 .224t,41.65t,E-lO 9.693E-O7 6.448E-O_ t,.226E-O2
.OOE-12 I.OOE-13 865 432 0.000OO 3.4t,qE-O2 .29400 .27762 4.833E-12 9.Iq6E-O7 2.O39E-O7 5.345E-O2
.OOE-I3 1,00E-I& 1133 566 0 .OOOO0 2.633E-O2 .37000 .3:,8'14 5.965E-12 1,45_,E-O6 6.4t,8E-O8 3,38OE-O2
INTEGRATION METHOD: RROGM2
HAXINUN
NSTPS/ AVERAGE ENb POINT GLOBAL HI N|MUM MAX[ HU_
ABSERI RELERR NF[ NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIV_ OVRD ERROR ERROR STLP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
i.OOE*O4 i,OOE-I2 278 l.,I 0 .OOOOO i.O57E-O1 .10800 ,1027& 1,016E-O3 I.OI7E-O3 I.O00E-O2 1,600[-O1
I.OOE-06 1.00E-12 384 lg9 0 .OOOOO 7.488E-O2 ,|4OOO ,13273 3,674E-O7 5,860E-O7 b.25OE-O4 1.6OOE=OI
I.OOE-O8 |,DOE-12 561 2B& 0 ,OOOOO 5.2t, lE-Ot .21700 ,20638 2,767E-08 2.7b?E-OE 7,813E-O5 8.0OOE=O2
l.OOg-iO I.OOE-12 76J 390 0 ,OO000 3,821E-O2 .295OO ,28055 7.537E-I0 7,494E-IO _.Tb6E-06 8.OOOE-O2
I.OOE-11 I.OOE-,_ 798 _IC, 0 .OOOOO 3,582E=O2 .314OO .2qggq 6.741E-11 6,726E-11 2.4L, IE-OS &.OOOE-O2
I.OOE-12 I.OOE-13 817 L,28 0 .OOOOO 3,482E-O2 ._'1OO ,29553 1,186E-11 q.176E-O7 E.IOEE-O7 JOE-O2
I.OOE-13 I.OOE-I& 1542 783 0 ._sOOOOI.qO3E=02 ._b3oo ,55380 7.319E-12 9,176E-O7 3.O52E-O_ 2.0OOE-O2
INTECqATIOMMETHOD: KROG'RI
_X IMUN
NSTPP/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL I,II NINUN HAX IMOlq
AMSERIL RELERR NF[ NSTPA NSIPe wsrPT SIEP SIZE CP - TII_ OVHD ERROR ERROR bTEP SIZE STEP SIZE
......................................................................................................
.OOE-O_ I.OOE-12 26% 118 O .OOOOO 1.080E-OI .125OO ,llqgi 4.E6kE-O& k.BkgE-O4 I.OOOE-O2 1.6OOE-OI
.OOE-O6 I.OCE-12 3El 200 O .OOOOO 7.45[E-O2 "200 ,|6/*bO I.E3OE-O? 1,836E-O7 E,25OE-04 1.6OOE-OI
.OOE-O8 1.OO[-12 _67 287 0 .OOOO0 _.192£-O2 .t59OO ,24826 2.296E-OB 2.29bE-08 7,813E-O$ E.OOOE-O2
,nnE-[O I.OOE-12 780 399 O .OOO00 3,735E-02 .360OO .34527 1,254E-10 1,235E-*,0 9,766E-00 E.OOOE-O2
. .g-ll 1.OOE-:3 798 416 0 .OOOOO 3,SB2E-OZ .37S00 ,3628g 9,761E-12 g,B31E-12 2,441E-O6 4,OOOE-O_
.OOE-12 I,OOE-13 IO26 _29 0 .OOOOO2,8171-112 .502OO .&8257 1,305E-ii g,ll6E-O7 0,104E-07 4.OOOE-O2
1_ ,0OS-13 l.OOg-14 154,2 IS3 O .OOOOQ 1.9031[-O2 .702OO ,672110 ,1,.74OIL-12 9,176E-O7 3.O52E-O7 2.OOOE-O2
r
r Table IV.I._B
COMPAR Summary of Statlstlcs for _;_




NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXINI_
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIKE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE+OI .lEE+01 1125 496 O .OOOOO 3.O045-02 .17OOO .!4869 9.O615-13 9.6375-13 3.OO05-02 1.800E-O1
2.5OE+OI .IOE+OI 838 372 0 .OOOOO 4.OO65-02 .13800 .12115 5.6365-12 5.273E'12 _.OOOE-02 2.4OOE-O1
2.5OE+01 .IOE+OI 740 298 O .OOOOO 5.OOOE-O2 .10700 .09299 6.8615-11 7.8885-11 5.OOOE-O2 3.OOOE-OI
2.505+O1 .IOE+OI bSl 248 0.00JOO 6.0095-O2 .10OO0 .O8757 5.2895-10 6.O155-10 6.OO05-02 3.6OOE-01
2._OE+OI .IOE*OI 590 212 0 .OOOOO 7.O295-O2 .Oq4OO .08283 3.O455-09 3.2OOE-Oq 7.O00E-O2 4.200E-O1
2.5OE+O1 .IOE+OI 538 186 O .OOOOO 8.OIIE-O2 -O8350 .O7331 1.0785-O8 1.4745-O8 8.OOOE-O2 4.80OE-O1
2.5OE*01 .lEE+El 507 165 O .OOOOO 9.0315-O2 .07750 .O_790 8.6795-O7 7.4155-07 9.OO05-O2 5.4OOE-O|
2.5OE+O1 .IOE+OI 475 149 O .OOOOO I.OOOE-OI .07500 .057OO 1.3595-04 8.4OIE-O5 I.O00E-OI 6.OOOE-O1
INTEGRATION METHOD: KSCPS
HAXI_N
NSTPK/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXIHUH
IT_I ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZ_ CP - TIHE OVHD ERROR ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
..............................................................................................
2.5OE+01 1.10E+OI 1114 495 O -OO000 3.O045-O2 .154OO .132q0 6.672E-12 5 71OE-12 _ OOOE-O2 1.80OE-OI
2.505+O1 I.IOE+OI 877 372 O .OOOOO 4.OO55-O2 .I17OO .1OO39 7.2345-12 7.0615-12 4.OOOE-O2 2._OOE-OI
2._05+O11.IOE+OI 740 298 0 .OOOOO 5.OO05-O2 .IO7OO .0q299 1.0895-10 1.0695-10 5.OOOE-O2 3.OOOE-O!
2.SOE+OI I.IOE+OI 540 248 0 .OOOOO 6.OO95-O2 .O92OO .O "q8 1.3045-O9 1.3OOE-O9 5.OO05-O2 3.50OE-OI
2.5OE*O11.IOE+OI 590 212 O .OOOOO 7.O295-O2 .O95OO .Ob_ _ I.OIgE-O8 l.O2gE-O8 7.O005=O7 4.2OOE-OI
2.5OE+.)1 I.|OE+O! 538 186 O .OOOOO 8.011E-O2 .OR800 .O778| 5.9725-08 5.OOOE-O8 8.OOOE-O7 4.BO0£-OI
2.5OE+O1 I.IOE+Ol 495 165 O .OO000 _.O31E-O2 .O98OO .O7861 2.7515-O7 2.7815-07 9.OO05-O2 5.4ODE-El
2.50E+011.IOE+O! 464 149 0 .00000 i.oooE-Ol .08000 .07|21 1.040E-06 1.115E-05 I.OOOE-OI 5.O00E-OI
INTEGRATION METHUD: SSFSSD
KAXIHUlq
N_TPRJ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL MINIMUM HAXIMUM
ITER ORDER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - TIME OVHD ERROR ERqOE ST_P SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE+O1 2.0OE*OI 1103 496 O .OOOOO _.OO4E-O2 .144OO .1231! 2.2235-12 2.2855-12 3.OOO_-02 I._OOE-OI
2.5OE+O_ I.OOE+OI 855 372 O .OOO00 _.OObE-O2 .129OO .11262 1.8545-12 2.1385-12 4.0005-O2 2.4OOE-Oi
2.5OE*OI I.OOE+OI 727 298 O .OOOOO S.OOOE-O2 .10350 .O8973 1.8695-12 1.3465-11 5.OOOE-O2 3.O005-OI
2.505*O1 1.00_+01 527 248 O .OOOOO 6._L-O2 .O8700 .O7513 !.O755-10 1.2725-10 5.OOOE-O2 3.5OOE-01
2.5OE+O| 1.00£+01 565 212 O .OOOOO 7.O295-O2 .088OO .O7730 1.2_OE-O9 1.3185-09 7.OOOE-OZ 4.2OOE-01
2.5OE*O1 l.OOE*O! 523 IP6 O .OOOOO 8.O11E-_2 .O79_O .06960 8.471E-09 8.77OE-09 8.OO05-O2 4.8OOE-O1
2.$OE+O1 I.OOE+OI 491 155 O .OOOOt_ 9.O315-O2 .O72OO .06270 4.27OE-O8 4.3685-08 9.OOOF-O2 5.40_E-01
2.5OE*O11.OOE*OI _49 149 O .OOOOo 1.OOOE-Oi .O72OO .O6350 1.7105-O7 2.7965-O7 I.O00E-OI _.OOOE-OI
iNTEGRATION METHOD: SSFSFE
KAX IMfm
NSTPR/ AVERAGE END POINT GLOBAL HI NIMUlq HAX 1NUN
ITEI OKI)ER NFE NSTPA NSTPR NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - T?NE OVHD ERRO8 ERROR STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
2.5OE*OI 1.OO[*OI 1103 495 0 .OOOOO 3.O045-O2 .12500 .IO711 2.223[-12 2.2855o12 3.OO05-02 I.SOOE-OI
2.50|,OI l.OOE*OI 865 372 O .OOOOO 4.OO6E-O2 .IO4OO .O8757 1.854E=12 2.138E-12 4.OOOE-O2 2.4OOE-O|
2.50E+01 l.OOE*OI 727 298 O .OOOOO 5.OOOE-O2 .IO250 .O8873 1.8695-12 1.346E-II 5.OO05-O2 3.ODOR=El
2._OE*OI I.OOE*OI 627 248 0 .OOOOO 6.OO9E-O2 .O8350 .O7163 1.0755-10 1.2725-10 6.OOOE-O2 3.6OOE-OI
2.5OE+O1 l.OOE*Oi 565 212 O .0OOOO 7.O295=02 .O79OO .O6810 1.2505-09 I.II8E-Oq 7.OOOE-02 4.2OOEo01
2.5OE+01 I.OOE+OI 523 185 O .0OOOO 8.Oi1E-O2 .O7950 .O5960 8.4715-O9 8.77OE-09 E.OOOE-O2 4.8OOE-OI
2.SNE*OI 1.OOE+O1 491 155 0 .OOOOO ?.O31E-02 .O7450 .O6520 4.120E-O0 h.368E-O8 9.OOOE-O2 5.4GuE-OI
2.5OE*01 i.OOE+OI 449 149 0 .0OOOO I.OOO£-O1 .O70OO .05150 1.71OE-07 2.796E-O7 I.OOOE-OI 6.OOOE-O1
Table IV.I.4B
of




IV.I.5 Restricted Throe-Body Problem
Th,e restricted three-body problem in two dimensions may be
described by the set of first-order differential equations
dx 1 dx 3 (1-U)(Xl+_) U(Xl+ u-l)
: x3 -_- : x_ + x1 - 3 - 3
r 1 r 2
dx 2 dx 4 x2(1-_) _x 2
= x4 -_- = -2x3 + x2 2 3
r 1 r 2
2 2 2 2 +__i)2 ?
where r 1 : (Xl+_) +x2 , r 2 = (x 1 +y and _ is the mass ratio.
By seleeting the initial conditions x1(0)==.2, x2(O)=O.O, x_(O)=O.O
and xd(O) : -1.04935750983031990726 and the mass ratio as
: 1.0/82.45, the period of the orbit becomes
T : 6.19216933131963970674. Although the state at T is equal to the
initial conditions, i.e., _(T) = x(O), there is no analytic solution in
the interval 0 < t < T. The reference solution for this problem was
generated by using ODE with an absolute error tolerance of 10-12 and a
relative error tolerance of 10-12 . The reference orbit is shown in
Figure IV.2.Sa.
Several computer runs were made in an attempt to determine
the optimum order for the fixed-mesh/fixed-order integrators. However,
to obtain maximum global errors of less than 1.0, the range of possible
stepsizes had to be restricted to less than 0.001. For a stepsize of
0.001, the multistep integrators require approximately 12,500 function
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INTE(,_ATII)N METHOD" I_uN 7(R)
MAXI .IU14
N'_TPIt/ A'/F RAGE END POINT GLOBAL MI N1HLrI'I I'tAXI qtqq
ASSESS SELENE hFE NSTPA NSTPI NS1"PT STEP SIZE CP - TINI_ OVHD ERNOB EIIRoB r-TEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-O2 OOE-12 104 6 2 .25OOO I .gSOE-Ol 0.OOOOO O.OOOOOeee HETHOD FAILED TO IF.ACE FINAL T:;_IE
.OOE-04 .OOE-I2 833 44 20 .31250 1.407E-0! .09500 .07q50 2.4]qE-f_i 6.725E*00 1.000E-03 4,967|-OI
.00[-06 .0OE-12 989 55 21 .27632 1.126E-01 .112OO .09360 q.77;E-03 2.328E*00 l.O00E-O3 4,0q88-01
.0OE-08 .008-12 1215 lb 22 .22449 8.|488-02 .143OO .11q27 2.3_68-05 1.7888-03 1.0008-03 2.4668-01
.0OE-10 -DOE-12 1652 115 12.0q44q 5.3848-02 .1_2_O .16126 5.8128-06 4.8188-03 1.0OOE-03 1.630E-01
.OOE-II .OOE-13 ._003 14q 5 .03247 4.15beo02 .22400 .18673 4.7788-08 4.4398-06 1.0OOE-03 1.0748-01
INTECIATION _ETHOD: I_ 7)8
HAXI_
NSTPIU AVEBAGS END POINT GLOBM. Hl NINI_I I_ IIII_
ABSENI IELERI NrE NSTPA NSTFS NSTIr_" STEP SIZE CP - TI_ OVND NERO| SilO8 STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
.OOE-02 I.OOE-12 q7 E I .L4286 2,]018-01 0.OO000 0.00000 IQJ I_THOD FAILED TO lZJtCII FINAL TINI
.BOB-Oh I.OOE-I2 768 47 13 21667 1.317E-01 .06400 .O_971 2.8038-03 2.078E*00 I.OOOE-03 8,013E-_!
.OOE-O6 I.O0[-|2 1185 6.8 25 .25882 q,106|-02 .088OO .O65q_ 3.1718-05 2.985E-02 I.OOOE-O) 5.8_3E-01
.OOE-08 1.00[-12 Iq09 108 42 .78000 5.7338-02 .14400 .10848 1.58qe-07 q.qOO[-O_ I.OOOE-03 3.5128-01
.OO[-I0 I OO[-|2 3050 117 63 .26250 3.4q0E-02 .236OO .ilqn% 5.330E-|0 6.730_.-07 7.610E-04 1,975E-OI
.OOE-ll I.OO[-13 3917 231 76 .24156 2,681[ 02 .29700 .22411 6.9|qe-12 2.3_5E-07 5.704E-O4 1.478E-01
INTE_,IATION METHOD: ODE
MAX1NUm
NSTPI_ AVENA_E END POINT GLOBAl. MINIMUM MAXI NUll
AESENR r,_lTtll NFE NSTPA NSTPi NSTPT STEP SIZE CP - I"INJ[ OVIID ENROll EBIIOII STEP SIZE STEP SIZE
..................................................................................................
.OOI-02 I 0OE-12 146 |_1 0 .00000 3.q468-02 OBB_O .08008 1.7608_O0 6.5q48*O0 |.073E-U) 2.148E-01
.OOE-O#b 1.008-|2 516 246 0 .0OO00 2.5178-02 .15200 .14240 B.4218-O3 3.5528*00 5.8348-O4 I._428-O|
.00[-06 1.0OE-12 Iq14 398 0 .00000 1,5568-02 .24200 .22685 5.417E-05 3.7268-02 1.718E-04 1.6821[-OI
.OOE-08 i.OOE-12 1142 561 0 .00OO0 1.104E-02 .37qo0 .15775 B.435E-07 5.4q7E-04 1.?|88-05 7.477E*O2
.OOE-IO 1.00E-12 j671 826 0 .00OO0 7,4qle-03 .54200 .51090 S.Sl6E°Oq 7.607E-O6 l.?I|E-O4k 1.O64B-O2
.OO[-|1 I.OOE-13 1939 q_2 0 .0OOO0 E.437[-O3 .S_200 .515q2 3.040E°10 1.151E-Ob 5.4318-07 5.217E*02
INTEI.;SATIOII METHOO: EEOCN2
MAI INI'II
NSTPE/ AVEltAG_ END POINT GLO|AL MINIRUN IqAX1NUIN
Albeit '_LEE8 NFE NSTPA NSTPt NSTPT STEP $..-" CP - TII_ OqtllD EUOI ENROll STFP SIZE STEP SIZE
.....................................................................................................
i.OOE-02 I.OOE-12 458 221 0 .00OOO 2.7178-02 .14_OO .13451 !.8828-02 4.382S*O0 l.OGOE-O3 2.5608-OI
1.0OE-O4 1.0OE-12 700 348 0 .00000 1.77qEo02 .222OO .20897 2.3708-O4 2.4q8E-01 $.OOOE-04 1.2801 I
1.OOE-0_ |.0OE-12 1105 _52 0 .0OOOO 1.1228-O2 .35qOO .33844 5.1658-06 4.q31E-03 2.5008-0_ _.4OOE-O2
I.OOE-08 I 0OE-12 |4q6 153 0 .00OOO 1.2218-O3 _0500 .41116 2.49qE-08 1.1178-05 1.250E-O$ E.4OOE-02
I.OO|olO I.OOE-I; iqBb qe2 0 .00OOO 8.2428-O3 .866OO .t,2qO_ l.lOIE-I0 4.512E-07 3.9068-O_ _.4OO|-O2
I.OOE-II l.OOE-I] 23_0 IIq[ 0 .ooooo 5.19_E-03 .78_OO .74027 4.7848-11 2.61q|-07 1.9538-O4_ 3.2OO8-02
|NTECItATIOa RETNOD ESOGN|
HAl I_JH
NSTPJLJ AVERAGE END POlrr GLOBAL HI NINUN I_lJ_l NUN
flllU IL_LEn NFE NSTPA NSTPE NSTFT STEP SIZE CP - TINI OVND EilOI ELItOIt ITIP SIZE STEP Slit
.....................................................................................................
1.00|-O2 i.OOE-12 417 214 0 .OOOOO 2.|_4E-O2 .|86OO .1_78_ 2.&318-O2 4.223|*OO I.OOO|-O! 2.$608-Oi
1.00E-04 I.OOE-|2 Ell ]l_l 0 .00000 1.71b_E-02 .24900 . ,01 l.lSOl-O_ 4.1051-02 5.GOOt-O_ 1.2108-01
1.001-06 1.0_E-12 I0_3 _-41 0 .00000 I.I]I_l-02 .3qlO0 ._116 4.21;l-01 8.I131r-03 2.5008-0_ 6.kOOE-Ol
1.0Ol-OI 1.O01-12 1_03 7_0 0 .0OOOO 1._6l-O3 ._0OO ._2203 4.23_E-O1 2.414l-O_ 6.2_0E-05 6.IOOl42
i.OOl-IO I.OOE-12 20_ 10OI 0 .0OOOO 1.18bE-Ol .745OO ._0711 i.7001-10 ?.2_5Eo01 )._04kg-OG 6.4OO|-O2
l.OOE*ll l.OOE-l$ 2431 1220 0 .00000 5.O18E-O3 .90100 .86178 1.245E-II 2.4528-07 l.lSIE-O_ 3.,_00E*02
TaBle IV.l.5
COMPAR Sun_nary of Statistics for the
Restricted Problem ,,[ Three Bodies
1981013538-096
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variable-st_p integrators was 30_2and, in g_neral, less than 2000.
Since the _erfornances of the fixed-mesh/fixed-order intesrators are
inferior to the variable-step integrators for this problem, the effi-
ciency curves of the fixed-mesh/fixed-order integrators are nJt
presented. Figures IV.1.5b through IV.1.Se show the efficiency curve
for ODE, RK(7)8, RKN7(8), KROGHI and KROGH2 for an integration of one
period. The resL11ts of the variable-step integrators are summarized in
Table IV.I.5.
IV.I.6 Commen_ on the COMPAE Results
In general_ the ef;ieiency curves indicating the maximum glo-
bal errors for ODE, KEOGHJ and ZEOGH2 increast dramaticaIIy for the
more strict absoIute and relative error tolerances. The maximum global
error for high toIeranees occurs within the first few steps in the
integration by ODE, KEOGHI or KROGh2. i.e., during lhe bootstrapping
starting procedure of these integrators when the order of the integra-
tion formulas is being increased.
The maximum st_pslzes listed in Tables IV.I.I th:ough _V.1._
for the fixed-mesh multistep integrators result from the procedure COM-
PAR use4 t_ cslculate the maximum stepsize and the starting algorithm
used by the fixed-mesh integrator. A_ a result, the maximum stepsize
!i:_ed for the fixed-mesh integrators is the difference in the value of
the ind_pen=ent variable at the initial conditions and at the last node
point in the start_ni proce_ur-.
1981013538-097
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IV.2 Comparison of In_te_ration Errors for a Typical Satellite Problem
_he major focus of this report is the evaluation of the
J
fixed-mesh/fixed-order multistep integrators for solving the satellite
problem° The evaluation is carried out by comparing the results of the
fixed-step integrators with the results of the variable-step integra-
..rs for two different force models: a two-body model and an eleventh
degree and order geopotenttal model. The comparisons are carried out
for an integration interval of 30 days. In order to reduce the number
of parameters that could be varied during the evaluation, only one set
of initial conditions was examined. This set of initial conditions
corresponds to the Lageos satellite. The initial conditions in rec-
tangular coordinates are
x = -9123000.0 m x = 2708.0 m/see
y = -189q000.0 m y = 31q5.0 m/see
z = -7822000.0 m z = -3930.0 m/see
and the osculating set of Keplerian orbital elements are
a = 1.226538 x 107 m _ = .5092370 radians
e = .00S5B0571 = = -1.659Sll rattans
c _ t = 1.918821 radians M = 5.5536q5 radians
" The comparisons for each force model are carried out in rec-




(RTN) coordinates relative to the reference orbits. The errors are
computed by subtracting the integrated solution from the reference
solution.
The RTN coordinates are defined relative to the position and
velocity vectors of the reference orbit. The radial unit vector is
defined to be in the direction of the positon vector. The normal unit
vector is both parallel to and in the direction of the angular momentum
vector. The transverse unit vector is defined to be orthogonal to the
normal and radial unit vectors in the approximate direction of the
velocity vector.
An exampl_ of a set of comparison plots are shown in Figures
IV.2.0a through IV.2.0r. ='he differences illustrated in Figures
IV.2.0a through 2.Or are the differences of integrating a spherical
eleventh degree and order model wlth KSGFS using a stepsize of 300
seconds and an order of 14 and integrating the same model wlth a
double-precision RK(7)8 using absolute and relative error tolerances of
10-18. To compare the six components of each of the three coordinate
systems would be cumbersome and probably ambiguous. Since it has been
noted that a major portion of the integration error is re.'leeted in the
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_ Example of Integration
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_" Figures IV. 2.0 J, k, 1S
Example of Integration
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The reference orbit for the two-body model was generated by
using the analytical solution of the two-body problem using orbital
elements• The Keplerian elements a, e, i, _ and _ are constant for
the two-body, point-mass problem. The mean anomaly, M , was calculated
from the equation M = M + nt where n is the mean motion and M is
0 0
the value of the mean anomaly at t = O.
The first-order ordinary differential equations for this
problem were
dx I • dx_ _
d--g=x = x4 d--T:-Txl =--_x
r r
dx2 • dx5 _x2
d_E : y : x5 dt - r 3 " _Y
dx3 " dx6 Bx3 t_
7T=
and the second-order differential equations are
•• _x 1 _x
x 1 : r3 r 3
•. _X2





k plot of the transverse errors of the varlable-step integra-
tors ODE, RE(Y)8, RKNT(8), KROGHI and KROGH2 are shown in Figure
IV.2.1a. An absolute error tolerance of I0-I0 and a relative error
tolerance of 10-12 was used for ODE, RK(7)8 and RKNT(8), and for
KROGH2, an absolute error toleranee of 10-9 and relative error toler-
, anoe of I0"11 was used. It should be noted that, using the most
stringent tolerances allowed, the tra,_verse error for KROOH1 is
approximately two orders of magnitude larger than the results from any
of the other variable-step integrators, using the most stringent
tolerances allowed by KROGH1.
To determine the behavior of the transverse error from the
fixed-step integrators, they were applied with a variety of stepsizes
and orders to integrate this problem. Table IV.2.1 i_ a summary of the
results and lists the maximum transverse error encountered for each
integrator for each combination of order and stepsize. Figure IV.2.1b
shows the transverse error curves o£ ABFS for an integration order of 9
and stepsizes o£ 50.0, 75.0, 100.0 and 150.0 seconds, while Figure
IV.2.1c shows the transverse error curves of ESGFS for an integration
order of 1S and stepsizes of 100.0, 200.0 and 250.0 seconds.
IV.2.2 Spherical Eleventh Ve_ree and Order Force Hodel
This force model does not have an analytical solution and is




FLgure IV.2. i a
Transverse position error of the varlable
step and variable mesh Lnt,;srators for







: Maximum Transverse Errors (m)
Two Body Force Model
_hirty Day Integration Interval
STEPSIZE/ORDER 7 8 9 10
50 sec - .221 -.097 -.034 - .048
100 sec -16.90 4.20 -.005 - .048
150 sec - 642. 159. 3.65 - .767
200 sec -8449. 2035. 85.91 -16.08
KSG
STEPSIZE/ORDER 11 12 13 14
I00 sec - .038 -.041 -.037 - .059
200 sec - .004 -.057 -.055 - .043
300 sec 7.70 -.307 -.224 - .052
400 sec 260. 11.59 -7.64 - 1.55
SSFSFE
STEPSIZE/ORDER II 12 13 14
I00 sec - .O53 -.035 -.041 - .024
200 sec - .0_2 -.045 -.050 - .050
300 sec - .319 -.077 -.030 - .051
400 see - 8.83 -2.80 .094 .104
SSFSBD
STF.2SIZE/ORDER II 12 13 14
100 sac - .O64 -.046 -.040 - .047
' 200 sec - .042 -.046 -.043 - .042
. 300 sec - .088 -.036 -.042 .- .046
400 see - 3. Ol -. 206 +. 108 *
4e
f
m_ _'_'_ _ _ _ _ __
1981013538-109
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Figure IV.2.1 b
Co_parlson of transverse errors from solvlng
the Two Body force model with ABFS (order = 9)





Comparison of transverse errors from solving




dx I • . _x I
dt - xt4 = y" xq = r 3 + gl
dx 2 • . _x 2
-_ = x5 = Y x5 =--_+ 82
r
dx 3 • . Px3
-_-= x6 = z x6 = -_+ 83
r
or the second-order ord£nary differential equat£ons
d2Xl _x 1
dt 2 - r3 + 81
d2x2 Ux2
- 7 + 82dt 2
d2x 3 lix 3
dt 2 - r3 + 83
2 2 2 2
where r = x1 + x2 + x3 and 81, 82 and 83 are components of which
is the acceleration vector, 8 , due to a nonspherteal earth. The
reference orbit for this model was generated by usln8 a double-
precision vers£on of RK(7)8 with an absolute error tolerance of 10-18
and a relative error tolerance of 10-18 . There were 927,317 function
ev_luattons made during the generation of the reference orbit for an
orbital arc of 2,700,000 seconds. To verify that the tolerances used
in 8enerattng the reference orbit were not _oo strict, the reference
orb£t was compared to another integration by the double-precision
RE(?)8 that used an absoZute error tolerance of 10-15 and a reZattve





evaluations to integrate an orbital arc of 2,500,000 seconds. The com-
parison of these two trajectories was dope in orbital elements and RTN
components which are shown in Figures IV.2.2a through IV.2.21. The
differencing of these two comparison trajectories was done in single-
precision, and Figures 4.2.2a through 4.2.2f indicate differences in
the tw_ orbits at the level of the roundoff error of the computer,
except for a small secular difference in the mean anomaly. The differ-
ences in the two orbits are magnified when the radial, transverse and
normal differences are examined. Despite the growth of the transverse
position difference between the orbits, the difference is still rela-
tively small. Thus, from an accuracy and roundoff error point of view,
restricting the tolerances to 10-18 is not inappropriate.
The fixed-step integrators ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE use
the PECE algorithm as described in Chapters II and III. It has been
noted that if the value of the state does not change significantly from
the predicted value to the corrected value, then the value of the per-
turbing function, g , may vary only slightly from the prediction step
to the correction step. The calculation of g generally requires many
more arithmetic operations than the two-body terms. The calculation of
g for each calculation of the two-body terms is referred to as a "full
evaluation." However, if g does not change significantly between the
_. prediction step and correction step, then g need only be calculated
during the prediction step. The calculation of g only once per
integration step is referred to as a "partial evaluation."
1981013538-113
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_: Figures IV.2.2 a,b,c
¢%o
r
- Differences in SemlmaJor
5-" Axis, Eccentricity, and
i ' _ Inclination for Spherical
i ",_ ' i , Eleventh Degree and Order
, i _ ', I Model
_l _. i! • I . i Double Precision RK(7)8 using 10-15
°_ Illi tolerances vs Do_le Precision
RK(7)8 using 10 -_v tolerances
I








• Figures 17.2.2 d,e,f
-- Differences in Ascending
_" Node, Arguement of Perigee,
.. and Mean Anomaly for Spher-
," " I Order Model
tolerances vs Do_le Precision






1_ Radial, Transverse, and
-'°I Normal Position Differences
i_ for a Spherical Eleventh
Degree and Order Model
Double Precision RK(7)8 using 10-15
_S tolerances vs Do_le Precision
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_:'- Figures IV.2.2 J,k,1
3' u, I t ' Radial, Transverse, and
____ Normal Velocity Differences
I , I for a Spherical Eleventh
_8._ Degree and Order Model
Double Precision RK(7)8 using 10-15
_'@ L ' tolerances vs Do_le Precision









Figure IV.2.2m is a plot of the transverse errors of the
variable-step integrators, ODE, RK(7)8, RKNT(8), KROGHI and KROGH2.
The tolerances used for each integrator were
INTEGRATOR ABSOLUTE ERROR TOLERANCE RELATIVE ERROR TOLERANCE
' ODE 10-10 10-12
KROGH1 10-7 10 -9
KROGH2 10-9 10-11
RK(7)8 10 -10 10 -12
RKN7(8) 10 -10 10-12
As in Section IV.2.1, the fixed-step integrators were used
with a variety of stepslzes and orders to integrate this problem.
Tables IV.2.2A and IV.2.2B are the summaries of the results of each
integrator for each pair of order and stepslze. Table IV.2.2A are the
results when full evaluations are made, and IV.2.2B are the results
when partial evaluations are made.
To illustrate the behavior of the transverse error for each
of the fixed-step integrators, Figures IV.2.2n through IV.2.2q are the
plots of the transverse errors for ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and SSFSFE with
integration orders of 9, 13, 13 and 12, respectively, with a variety of










Nn×imum Trapsver_e Frror (m)
Spherical Eleventh Degree and Order Geopotenttal
Thirty Day Integration Interval
Full Evaluation of Accelerations
ABFS
STEPSIZE/ORDER 7 8 9 I0
50 see - .032 -.092 -.026 -.039
i00 see - 16.9 4.17 -.019 -.053
150 see - 639. 158. 3.60 -.750
200 see -8421. 2026. 85.0 -15.7
KSG
STEPSIZE/ORDER ii 12 13 14
i00 sec - .025 -.056 -.044 -.046
200 sec - .019 -.019 -.016 -.031
300 sec 5.66 .170 2.60 -.683
400 sec 231. -9.85 14.9 31.3
SSFSFE
STEPSIZE/ORDER Ii 12 13 14
I00 sec - .052 -.053 -.046 -.040
200 sec - .045 -.039 -.035 -.054
300 sec - .191 .104 .032 -.097
400 sec - 6.51 1.72 3.34 -2.77
i
SSFSBD
:_EPSIZE/ORDER ii 12 13 14
I00 sec - .044 -.0_0 -.055 -.039
200 sec - ,042 -.040 -.045 -.036
300 sec .053 .068 .009 .024




Mn×imum Transverse Error (m)
gpi_erical Eleventh Degree and Order Geopotentlal
Thirty Day Integration Interval
Partial Evaluation of Accelerations
ABFS
STEPSIZE/ORDER 7 8 9 I0
SO sec - .025 -.090 -.035 -.045
lO0 sec - 16.9 4.17 -.004 -.066
150 see - 641. 158. 3.65 -.v48
200 see -8431. 2027. 85.9 -15.7
KSG
STEPSIZE/ORDER II 12 13 14
I00 see - .040 -.058 -.025 -.031
200 see - .029 -.038 -.019 -.043
300 se¢ 5.05 .360 2.74 -.707
400 se¢ 196. -13.7 23.7 35.0
SSFSFE
STEPSIZE/ORDER ii 12 13 14
i00 sec - .060 -.046 -.040 -.045
200 sec - .042 -.043 -.041 -.047
300 sec - .959 .361 .207 -.140
400 sec - 49.9 -4.34 14.38 2.05
SSFSBD
STEPSIZE/ORDER 11 12 13 14
I00 sec - .054 -.056 -.050 -.039
200 sec - .044 -.043 -.045 -.038
300 sec - .706 .320 .165 .014
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Results from COMPAR give an indication of the relative advan-
tages and disadvantages of the three groups of integrators: I)
variable-step Runge-Kutta integrators RK(7)8 and RKNT(8): 2) variable-
mesh/variable-order multistep integrators ODE, KROGHI and KROGH2; and
3) fixed-mesh/fixed-order multistep integrators ABFS, KSGFS, SSFSBD and
SSFSFE.
The harmonic oscillator problem of Seetion IV.I.I and the
circular two-body problem of Section IV.I.2 have the same analytic
solution but have linear and nonlinear differential equations, respec-
tively. However, the relative per formance of the three groups of
integrators is the same in each problem. The fixed-mesh multistep
integrators are the most efficient with respect to the number of func-
tion evaluations required and central processor time used. The
varlable-mesh multlstep integrators are competitive with the Runge-
Kutta integrators in central processor time used and are more efficient
3
than the number of function evaluations required.
_, The elliptic two-body problem of Section IV.I.3 illustrates
_ the major differences between the varlable-mesh multlstep integrators
%
i and the slngle-step Runge Kutta integrators. The varlable-mesh mul-









variable-step Runge-Kutta integrators to achieve a certain accuracy;
however, the variable-mesh multistep integrators require more central
processor time. Thus, the variable-mesh multistep integrators require
more overhead per function evaluation than the variable-step Runge-
Kutta zntegrators. If the function evaluations of a differential equa-
tion are reJatively inexpensive in central processor time, the Runge-
Kutta integrators would have a distinct advantage; whereas, if the
function evaluations are relatively expensive, the variable-mesh mul-
tistep integrators would have an advantage. The performance of the
fixed-mesh multistep integrators lie between the performances of the
other two groups of integrators. The fixed-mesh multistep integrators
reduce the overhead associated with the variable-mesh integrators while
still requiring fewer function evaluations than the variable-step
Runge-Kutta integrators to achieve a certain accuracy.
The relative results of the three groups of integrators for
the Euler rigid-body problem of Section IV.I.4 are similar to the
results for the eccentric two-body problem. The _arlable-step Runge-
Kutta integrators require the least amount of overhead per function
evaluation, while the variable-mesh multistep integrators require the
fewest number of function evaluations to achieve a certain accuracy.|
i Again, the fixed-mesh multistep integrators require less overhead per
step than the variable-mesh multistep integrators and fewer function
evaluations than the variable-step Runge-Kutta integrators. A point of
interest with this problem is the relative performance of the Class
| I/fixed-mesh multistep integrator ABFS with that of the Class
1981013538-127
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II/fixeJ-mesh multistep methods. When the derivatives are a function
of the states xI, x2 and x3 only, ABFS performs mo.e efficiently. I_ow-
ever, when the derivatives are a function of all six elements, the
Class II methods perform as efficiently as ABFS.
T_,e performance of numerical integration algorithms to solve
the satellite problem depends on many parameters, e.g., the distance of
the satellite from the primary, the eccentricity of the satellite
orbit, the intricacy of the model used to represent the primary. How-
ever, by examining one scenario of the satellite problem, the charac-
teristics of the fixed-mesh multistep integrators may be illustrated.
Figures IV.2.1a and IV.2.2m are comparisons of the transverse
errors for the variable-step and variable-mesh integrators. Table V.I
is a summary of the approximate number of function evaluations required
by each integrator. Figures IV.2.1a and IV.2.2m show that ODE and
KROGH2 are more accurate than RK(7)8 and RKN7(8), while Table V.1 shows
that ODE and KROGH2 also required significantly fewer function evalua-
tions.
Tables IV.2.1, IV.2.2A and IV.2.2B give the maximum
transverse errc:s of the fixed-mesh multtstep integrators for a variety
of stepsizes and orders. These tables point out the characteristics of
the formulations. First, it is noted that for stepslze less than 300
seconds, the use of "partlal evaluations" of the derivatives does not
significantly alter the transverse errors. The second point is that




Appro::ir_lte _Nunber of Function Evaluations
Required by Each Integrator for an Int_-cration Interval
of Thirty Days t
ELEVENTH DEGREE
INTEGRATOR: TWO BODY MODEL AND ORDER MODEL
RK(7)8 168,000 168,000




FIXED _SH MULTISTEP INTEGRATORS WITH STEPSIZES OF:
75 sec 69,000 69,000
i00 sec 52,000 52,000
125 sec 41,600 41,600
200 sec 26,000 26,000
250 sec 20,900 20,900
300 sec 17,400 17,400
The tolerances used by the variable step integrators are given




formulation to a_hieve comparable accuracies. Finally, except for one
combination of ._=<*o_s{ze and order, there is no appreciable difference
between the second-sum formulation using back differences and the
second-sum formulation using function evaluations.
The results of Section IV.2 illustrate the advantages of
fixed-mesh multistep integrators for solving the satellite problem.
The fixed-mesh multistep integrators are capable of being as accurate
as the variable-mesh multistep integrators while requiring fewer func-
tion evaluations than the variable-mesh integrators. As noted above,
the variable-mesh multistep integrators are more efficient than the
variable-step Runge-Kutta integrators for solving the satellite prob.-
lem.
The results of Section IV.I illustrate that the fixed-mesh
multistep methods require less computer time overhead than the
varlable-mesh integrators. By coupling the results of Sections IV.I
and IV.2, the fixed-mesh multistep integrators are shown to be an
attractive tool for use in the satellite problem.
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APPEIIDIX A
COEFFICIENTS FOR THE GENEKAL FORMULATION
Equations (2.7) and (2.8) are the general formulation basic
equations and are used to approximate the state at t given the state
n and back differences at t . The coefficients, _ and 6 , to be
n
used in (2.7) and (2.8) are determined by the following algorithm:*
I. Define hI = t - tn+r n
hI
s h
where h is the integration stepsize
2. Calculate the matrix of coefficients gk+q ' where
I
for k = 1 gl,q q
for k ) I gk,q : )'kgk-1 ,q - rlkgk-1 ,q+l
where k = 1,...,i+1
q = 1,...,k
i _ number of coefficients required in (2.7) and (2.8)
-_k = h + n s - 2
*This fixed-mesh coefficient algorlthm is determined from t'e variable-







3. The coefficients in (II.7) and (11.8) are given by





COEFFICIENTS FOR THE SECOND-SUM FORMULATION
Equations (2.24) and (2.25) are the second-sum formulation
basic equations and are used to approximate the state at t given
n+s
the first and second sums and back differences at t . The eoeffi-
n
cients, a and b , to be used in (2.24) and (2.25) are determined
from the follow£ng reeursive relationships:*
J !
: _ Yk j:1 ,ibj-1'S k:O Yj-k,s ....
J N
: _ Yk j:2 .... ,i+I
aj-2's k:O YJ-k's
where i is the number of coefficients required in (2.24) and (2.25)
and
, k-1 I I t






m)'.s: ,, for= > 0













MODIFIED, GENERAL FORMULATION, PECE ALGORITHM
Assuming the state (Yn' Y_I ) and the i back differences of
the function f(t,y,y (I)) are known at t , then the modified, general
n
formulation, PECE algorithm that is used to advance the solution from
tn to tn+ 1 is given by:
,y(1)) ith1. Predict (y at tn+ 1 using an order formula
i
(1) + h2 _ vJ-1 fnPn+l : Yn + hYn aj,1j=l
i
(1) (1) vJ-1
= Yn + h _ _j fnPn+l 1j=1 '
2. Evaluate the function f with the predicted solution
(1))(Pn+l' Pn+l
fp = f(tn+l (1))n+l ' Pn+l' Pn+l
3. Form the modified back differences
i
dk = _ VJ-1 fn ' k=l .... ,i
j=k
Vl f_n+l = f_n+l - dl
130
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4. Correct the solution using an (i+I) order formula
+ h2 _ fP
Yn+l : Pn+l _i+101 n+l
y(1) (1) _t fpn+l + h
: Pn+l _i  x n+l
5. Evaluate the function with the corrected solution
y(11 )fn+l = f(tn+l' Yn+l' n+
6. Advance the back differences from t n to in+ 1
do : fn+l - dl
_q-1 fn+l : d + do ; q:l .... lq
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APPENDIX D
MODIFIED, SECOND-SUM FOP_ULATION, PECE ALGORIT!!M
Assuming the second and first sums { -2f n, -If ) and then
cI)
i back differences of the function f(t,y,y" ) are known at t ,
n
then the modified, second-sum formulation, PFCE'algorithm that is used
tc t is given by:to advance the solution from tn n+1
I. Predict (y, y(1)) at tn  Iusing an ith order formula
i
+ I VJ-it ]
Pn+l : h2[V-2fn J:l aj-l'l n
i
(I_ vJ-lf ]
Pn+ : h[v-lfn + j=l_ bj-l,1 n
2. Evaluate the function f with the predicted solution
p(1))(Pn+l' n+l
fp = f(tn+l (1))n+l ' Pn+l' Pn+l
3. Form the modified back differences
t
Iood k " _E VJ-If n k-l .,i
J=k





4. "_rr_.et the solution using an (i ¸t orderformula
+ h2 \'_ fP
Yn,1 : Pn+l ai,1 n+l
( 1 ) ( 1 ) V_ fpYn+l = Pn+l * h b t'1 n+l
5. Evaluate the function with the corrected solution
(I))fn+l : f(tn+l' Yn+l' Yn+l
6. Advance the back differences from t to t
n _ do = fn+l - d_
vq-lfn .: dq + do , q=l,.. ,1
7. Advance Lhe first and second 3ums from t to t
n n+l
V-1
v-lfn+l = fn  fn+l
V-2fn D :V-2fn + fn+:
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APPENDIX E
STARTING ALGORITHM FOR THE GENERAL FORMULATION
The purpose of a starting procedure for a multistep integra-
(I)) and the functiontor is to use the initial conditions (tm, Ym' Ym
q
f(t, y, y(1)) to approximate the values of f at i nodes where i
is the order of the integration formula. The Class II/fixed-mesh gen-
eral formulation starting algorithm presented here is an iterative pro-
cedure where the i nodes are at tk , k=n , n-1 .... ,n-i+1 , tm is
t - t
n m
between tn and tn_i+ I and tn is such that h > 0 , and
n, n-i+1 > 0 . The algcfithm can be summarized as follows:
: f : f(tm' Ym' y_1))I. Evaluate f at tm m
2. Use a Taylor series expansion to obtain the first approximation of
(I)
y , y and f at the nodes, e.g.,
tk = tm + (k-m)h
Yk Ym  (k-m)h'(1)(k-m)2h2f= Ym  m
(1) (1) k=n, n-l, ..,n-i+1Yk = Ym + (k-m)hfm
(1))|" fk = f(tk' Yk' Yk
where h is the integratior, stepsize.
g
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3. Form the back differences of f at t to obtain
n
' -lf (1)
' _ ; j:1 ... _ and form the vector z : (Yn Yn )n ' ' p '
4. Approximate the solution and evaluate f at the nodes by using
the following interpolatzon formulas:
i , VJ_1 f
+ (k-m)h (I) h2 _ _J
(E.1)
Yk : Ym Ym + - ,k-m nj:1
i(1) (1)
= Ym + h _ 6j,k_m ?_-lf (E.2)Yk j=l n
(1)
fk = f(tk' Yk' Yk ) k=n ..... n-i+1
where
I
: - + (m-n)(m-k) B
_j,k-m (k-n)2 _j,k-n (m-n)2 _j,m-n j,m-n
$
Bj,k_ m : (k-n) 8j,k_ n + (n-m) Bj,m_ n
and the coefficients ej,k and Bj, k are discussed in Appendix
A.
5. Compute the norm of the relative difference between consecutive
y(1))values of (Yn' n





C where z is the vector of the most recent values of (Yn' Yn '
(1))







and q is the number of elements in z .
P
6. Finally, if u is not less than some desired tolerance, then the
iterative procedure is continued by repeating Steps 3, 4 and 5:
if u is less than the desired tolerance, then the iterative pro-
cedure is complete and the solution at t is computed by setting
n
k=n in (E.I) and (E.7).
It should be noted that this algorithm may be used for
However the interpolation
any set of nodes relative to tm .
formulas which are used to derive (E.I) and (E.2) are generally
- t )(t - ) > 0 In the multistep
only valid for (tn m m tn-i+1 - "
integration packages KSGFS and ABFS, t is chosen so that t
n m
is approximately midway between tn and in_i+ I . Also, the con-





SYARTING ALGORITHM FOR THE SECOND-SUM FORMULATION
The purpose of a starting procedure for a multistep integra-
(I)) and the functiontor is to use the inltial conditions (tm' Ym' Ym
7(I)f(t, y, ) to approximate the values of f at the I nodes where
i is th_ order of the integration formula. The Class II/fixed-
mesh/seeond-_um formulation starting algorithm presented here is an
iterative procedure where the i nodes are at
tk, k=1, n-1 .....n-i+1 , tm is between tn and tn_i+ I _>0 . The
algorithm is summarized as fotlows:
(I)
: f = f(t , Ym Ym )I. Evaluate f at tm m m '
2. Use a Taylor series expansion to obtain the first approximation of
(I)
y , y , and f at the nodes, e.g.,
tk : tm + (k-m)h
(_)
Yk : Ym + (k-m)hYm + (k-m)2h2fn
(I) (I)
Yk : Ym + (k-m)hfm
(I)
fk = f(tk' Yk' Yk ) k=n, n-l, ....n-i+1




3. Form the back differences of f at t to obtain
n
vJ-lfn : (Yn' y(1))n, j:l ..... i and form the vector Zp
4. Approximate the solution and evaluate f at the nodes by using
the following interpolation formulas:
i , vJ_I f (F.I)= h2Yk Ym + (k-m)hYm I) +
j=1%-1,k-m n
I(1) (1)
Yk = Ym + h _ bj-1 k-m vJ-lf (F.2)j:1 ' n
(1)
fk = f(tk' Yk' Yk ) ; k=n,...,n-i+1
where
!
aj-l,k-m : aj-l,k-n - aj-l,m-n - (k-m)bj-l,m-n
I
bj-l,k-m = bj-l,k-n - bj-l,m-n
and the coefficients aj,k and bj, k are discussed in Appendix
B.
5. Compute the norm of the relatlve difference between consecutive
(I)
values of (Yn' Yn )
2 q < z (j) - z(j))
u : _ ,P 2
j:1 D(J)
(I))
where z is the vector of the most recent values of (Yn' Yn '
(I)
Zp is the vector of the previous values of (Yn' Yn )
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( I if z (j) = 0
_-_ D(J) : j PZp(j) otherwise
and q is the number of elements in z •P
6. Finally, if u is not less than some desired tolerance, then the
iterative procedure is continued by repeating Steps 3, 4 and 5;
if u is less than the desired tolerance, the iterative procedure
is complete and the first and second sums are computed at t by
n
(I) i
Ym _ vJ-1 f
v-lfn - h j=l bj-l'm-n n
Ym V- I i J-1V f .
= + _ aj-l,m-n nV-2f n _-_- (m-n-l) fn j:1
It should oe noted that this algorithm may be used for any
set of nodes relative to t • However, the interpolation formulas
m
which are used to derive (F.I) and (F.2) are generally only valid for
(tn - tm)(t m - in_i  I)_ 0 . In the multistep integration packages
SSFSBD and SSFSFE, tn is chosen so that tm is about midway between
tn and tn_l+ I . Also, the convergence criterion in Step 5 may be
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